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Abstract

Recent discoveries of multifenoic properties in some perovskite rare-earth manganites

.RMnOl (R = Tb, Dy, Ho, and so on) have attracted considerable interest in terms of

fundamental science and potential applications. The multifenoic properties are known to

originate from complex magnetic orders such as spiral and E-type antiferromagnetic (AF)

orders, which break the inversion symmetry and make the system ferroelectric. Such

complex magnetism coupled with multifenoic properties appear in.RMnO3 with relatively

small ionic radii of the R ions rp (e.9., R = fr, Dy, and Ho). On the other hand, .RMnO3

with relatively large rn (R = La, Sm, and Eu) exhibits A-type AF and paraelectric structure

without breaking the inversion symmetry. Since the A-type AF nlvho3 shows the non-

ferroelectric nature, it had not received much attention in the field of multiferroics research.

In this thesis, we focus on one of the non-multifenoic A-t1pe AF .RMnO3, SmMnO3, to

show a new tlpe of magnetodielectric (or magnetocapacitive) effect. In this thesis, we

report the discovery of the magnetocapacitive effect in SmMnOr and aim to clari$ the

microscopic origin of the effect.

For this purpose, we grew single crystals of SmMnOr and investigated their structural,

magnetic, and dielechic properties using various experimental techniques such as

measurements of magnetization, dielectric constant, and striction in applied magnetic

fields. Additionally, we performed hard and soft x-ray magnetic circular dichroism

measurements to confirm the magnetic moment configurations of Sm 4/ and Mn 3d

moments. We place great emphasis on "the large magnetocapacitive effecf' observed in

relatively high magnetic fields, which has never before been reported in SmMnO3.

First, we studied magnetic and dielectric properties in the absence and presence of

magnetic fields for SmMnO3. In weak magnetic fields, no anomaly was observed in the

dielecfic constant, whereas in strong magnetic fields, we found remarkable first-order-like

anomalies in the dielectric constant at around a certain temperature (compensation

temperature I"o'np). The dielectric anomaly is accompanied by a magnetization jump, which



means that there is strong coupling between the magnetism and the dielectric property.

Thus, the magnetodielectric coupling gives rise to the large magnetocapacitive effect. We

suggested that the MC effect is ascribed to a simultaneous reversal of ferrimagnetically

coupled Sm 4/and l\/ln 3d moments and is crucially affected by the canting angles of Mn

moments. To prove our suggestion of the simultaneous both moment reversals, a hard

)CVICD measurement was carried out for powder SmMnO3. Though the exact alignment of
the Sm and Mn moments against the B, direction was not defined through the method, it
revealed the reversal of both )CvICD signals of Mn K and Sm Z edges, indicating the

reversal of both moments. Thus, we conclude that the large magnetocapacitive effect

originates from the simultaneous reversal of Sm 4f nd Mn 3dmoments. Furthermore, we

observed peculiar asymmetric magnetocapacitance ot [orp, dielectric dispersion commonly

appeared in rare-earth manganites, and relaxation time jumps at the transition temperatures

(rrP).

Second, we investigated striction for A-type AF manganites, such as SmMnOr and

EuMnOl by means of strain gauge measurement with and without the application of .8".

The result showed that a significant lattice distortion (magnetostriction) appeared at a

temperature around 4o.p, where the anomalies were observed in the magnetization and the

dielectric constant. We explained the origin of magnetostrictive effect in terms of relative

orbital-occupancy change in Mn e" electrons. In addition, it revealed that the rare earth

moments may enhance the effect.

Finally, we performed soft )CvtCD to clariff the magnetic states of Sm 4f nd Mn 3d

moments below and above 4o,np in the applied weak and strong magnetic fields. Based on

obtained XMCD signals of Sm M and Mn Z edges, we successfully observed the reversal of
Mn spin angular, Sm spin angular, and Sm orbital angular momenta at Tgp at the same time.

We propose that origin of the magnetocapacitive effect observed in SmMnOl is attributed

to intimate combination among magnetic configurations, lattice distortion, and p-d

hybridization.

In conclusion, we found that the Ndel i/-type fenimagnet SmMnO3, in which the Sm-

Mn moments are aligned in the antiparallel configuration, shows a close correlation



between magnetic and dielectric properties. The correlation crucially affects the dramatic

and large magnetodielectric effect induced by the simultaneous reversal of Sm 4f and lvln

3d moments. This newly discovered magnetodielectric material (and effect) may evoke

interest in terms of fundamental science and potential applications.
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Chapter 1.

Introduction

The revival of coupling between magnetic and (feno) electric properties called as the

magnetoelectric (ME) effect - induction of magnetization (or polarization) by an electric

field (or a magnetic field) - with discovery of "spin-driven ferroelectricity" in TbMnO3 [1]

has created considerable interest because of the obvious potential for technical application

such as memory devices [2,3]. Since this class of materials in which (ferro or antifeno)

magnetic and ferroelectric orders simultaneously coexist, namely, multifenoics, displays a

gigantic ME response by applying magnetic fields, it approaches applicability closer to the

application. Recently, the advent of Z-type hexaferites representing the ME multiferroics in

a low magnetic field at room temperature has become an important step towards practical

device applications [4].

There is another class of intriguing materials, magnetodielectrics, in which magnetic and

dielectric properties are intimately coupled differently from the ME multifenoics. This is

partly spurred not only by the related problem of understanding the ME coupling origin, but

by new potential devices such as tunable filters, magnetic sensors, and spin-charge

transducers [5]. In spite of such interest in the magnetodielectric(s) (effect), it had never

attracted much attention in multiferroics field of rare-earth manganite (RMnO3) systems

due to its lack of ferroelectric nature. However, in this thesis, we present the discovery and

understanding of a new type of the magnetodielectric effect in.RMnO3.

In this chapteq we first overview former studies of the ME multiferroics, properties of

perovskite .RMnO3, and the N6el N-type ferrimagnet. Next, we introduce the magnetic

properties of SmMnOl which are the groundwork for this study. Finally, we explain the

motivation and purpose of this thesis.



1.1. Background of this study

1.1.1. Magnetoelectric (ME) effect

It was discovered by Faraday that there is a connection between electricity and

magnetism, and the connection was then theoretically described by Maxwell. The

magnetoelectric effect, which is the induction of magnetization by an electric field orthe

induction of electric polarization by a magnetic field by coupling between magnetic and

electric orders, was assumed by Pierre Curie on the basis of symmetry consideration in

1894 [6]. The magnetoelectric effect was actively studied in the 1960s and 1970s [7,8] after

the theoretical prediction by Dzyaloshinskii using a real material Cr2O3 in 1959 [9] and the

first experimental observation by Astrov in 1960 [0]. Since after, the effect has continued

to attract interest for more than five decades. It is expected that by using the

magnetoelectric effect, new applications, such as memory devices Il] in which magnetic

(ferroelectric) domains are controlled by an electric (magnetic) field, will be possible.

Formulation of ME effect obtained from the expansion of the free energy

A systematic expression of contributions to the ME effect described in Landau theory

can be obtained from the expansion of the free energy F of a material [2] as follows:

F(E,H) - Fo - Pf 4- Mf Hr-f,eseulfi1-|uor,1nrH1- aqEfl1-|FtJnEfl1n*-
L.
jFurHfilEk -""

(1.1)

with E and H presenting the electric and magnetic field, respectively. Here, P1s, Mf , eo, po,

eii, dfid pii are spontaneous polarization, spontaneous magnetization, electric constant of



vacuum, magnetic permittivity of vacuum, electric susceptibility, and magnetic

susceptibility, respectively. Differentiation leads to the electric polarization P:

Pi(島 〃)=
∂島

ギ+8。εりEJ・ +αヴffJ・

and to the magnetization M:

MiC′ I)=
∂Hニ

膨げ+μ OμりHJ+α〃EE+βけた島HJ・ 十
:71Jた

EJ・Ek― ・̈′

∂F

+:βヴたHJ活L十 hJた Hι号
~"・

′ (1.2)

(1.3)

∂F

The tensor aii corresponds to the induction of P (M) bV H (E), which is designated as the

linear ME effect:

島=αJtt and И =α′場C=αF and″=αo, (1.4)

where ai; is the linear ME effect coeflicient, which is a component of the linear ME tensor

d.The tensors p and/arein Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3) for the higher order ME effects. In

general, the research on the ME effect was broadly carried out for the linear ME effect, and

it is acceptable to omit the 'linear'and simply to refer to it as the 'ME effect', as the higher

order ME effect was norrnallv small.

Symmetry considerations

Searching for new materials representing the ME effect is closely connected with

symmetry analysis of the materials. The symmetry requirement is shortly introduced for the



manifestation of the ME effect. To explain it, we bring a term, symmetry operation l. By

performing the symmetry operation, EQ. (1.4) is switched to

ИP=αИF and Иy=αИE
(1.5)

Using the fact that E and P are polar vectors, whereas H and M are axial vectors, we find

that

IE: -E, kE: E
IP: -P, RP= P

IH: H, RH:.H
IM= M, RM: -M,

(1.6)

where .I and R are space inversion and time reversal symmetries, respectively. From Eqs.

(1.5) and (1.6), it is expected that materials in which .I and R are broken at the same time

can only show the ME effect.

With the breakthrough of the ME effect material beginning with CrzOr [9], a variety of

ME materials subsequently showed up, such as LiCoPOa [2], yttrium iron gamet film

[3], TbPOa [14] and so on. However, the observed ME effect from the materials showed a

small magnitude of the induced polarization or magnetization for applications. It was

further shown that the ME response is limited by the relation [5]

di < s,,Pii
(1.7)

According to Eq. (1.7), the ME coefficient can only be large in ferroelectric and/or

ferromagnetic materials. This is a key implication for the development of ME materials.



1.1.2. Multiferroics

Multiferroics are defined as materials that simultaneously have multiple ferroic order

properties (i.e., (anti)ferromagnetic, ferroelectric, and ferroelastic properties) [6,17]. In

this study, we generally deal with multiferroics as materials showing (anti)fenomagnetic

and ferroelectric properties simultaneously. Conventional multifenoics, for example, some

boracites (NisBzOpI, etc.) [8], some fluorides (BaMF+) [9], hexagonal manganites

(YMnO3, HoMnO3) 120,21f, and so on, did not attract as much attention as their

ferroelectric ordering temperatures are much larger than their magnetic ones. This

demonstrates a weak coupling between magnetism and ferroelectricity indicating a small

ME effect. However, this field has gained interest in recent years after the observation of

gigantic ferroelectric polarization for BiFeOl l22l and after the discovery of a new class of

multifenoics, TbMnO3, in which ferroelectricity originates from a cycloidal spiral magnetic

structure showing a large magnetoelectric effect and resultant giant magnetocapacitance

[23].
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Figure l.l. Ferroelectricity accompanied by a magnetic transition in TbMnOl.
(a) The orthorhombically distorted perovskite structwe, (b) temperature profiles of
magnetic susceptibility, and specific heat divided by temperature, &d (c) electric
polarization along the c axis of TbMnOr [24].
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1.13. Ferrcelectricity induced by magnetic order in TbMnOr 13241

The conventional multifenoics are caused by brcaking the inversion symmetry of crystal

stnrctures. On the other hand, new classes of multiferroics, such as TbMnOl and GdMnOr,

and so on 125,26,271, induce ferroelectricity by breaking the inversion symmetry through

the changed magn€tic structure. This magnetically induced ferroelectricity gives rise to

strong magnetoelectric coupling and a rcsulting large ME effect.
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Figure 1.2. Switching of the direction of electric polarization by application of a magnetic

field (electric polarization flop). Magnetic-field dependence of electric polarization along

the c axis (a) and a axis (b) in TbMnOt @llb) 1241.

Figure l.l shows an orthorhombically distorted perovskite structure (the space group

Pbnm and the point group mmm) at room temperature [see Fig. l.l.a], temperature

dependence of magnetization at a magnetic field of 0.5 T and specific heat divided by

temperature in Fig.l.l .b, and electric polarization in Fig. I .l .c along the c axis for a single

crystal of TbMnO3. TbMnOt undergoes successive magnetic phase transitions and

represents an antifenomagnetic behavior at fN - 4l K corresponding to paraelectric

behavior at the same time. At lower ternperatures, it shows spontaneous polarization at Zc

where anomalies of magnetization and specific heat appear. Fig. 1.2 shows the magnetic

field dependence of elecric polarization along the c uis (P") and the a axis (P").

Spontaneous polarization can be conrolled by a magnetic field (I/) and can be switched (or

flopped) by application of a magnetic field of 4 - 8 T from a direction along the c axis to
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that along the a axis. The magnetic structures of TbMnOl have been reported 125,261to

have a collinear sinusoidal spin structure below ZN and a noncollinear spiral spin structure

below Tc. It is also known that the spiral spin structure alignment of the magnetic moment

gives rise to ferroelecricity. The mechanism of the magnetically induced fenoelectricity

will be introduced in the next section with the proposed model, the 'spin cunent model'

[28], or the 'inverse Dzyaloshinskii - Moriya (DlvI) effect' [29].

Microscopic origin of the magnetically-induced ferroelectricity

In the mechanism of ferroelectricity induced by magnetic structure, noncollinearly lied

spiral magnetic structures with cycloidal component are regarded as an important factor.

Katsura and coworkers [28] first considered that spin current (or vector spin chirality: ,Si *

Sr) induced between noncollinearly coupled spins leads to electric polarization. Sergienko

and Dagotto l29l reported that the inverse DM effect can be caused when oxygen

sandwiched between the two magnetic moments is placed at two noncollinearly coupled

magnetic moments and that the electric polarization occurs through electron-lattice

interaction. As shown in Fig. 1.3(a), local electric polarization is to be uniform when the

noncollinearly coupled magnetic moments are aligned in a cycloidal spiral manner of

counterclockwise (CCW) or clockwise (CW) direction.



|

(a)

(l) ccw

AP: lncal eleclric
polarization

(2) cw

Figure 1.3. Schematics of (a) inverse DM effect with induced local electric polarization (l)
counterclockwise cycloidal spiral, (2) clockwise cycloidal spiral structures and of (b) finite
electric polarization P expected in cycloidal spiral structure (CC!V).

Thus, the total electric polarization is finite as shown in Fig. 1.3(b) by the following

equation, in which the total electric polarization can be finite when neighboring magnetic

moments are coupled noncollinearly in a spiral manner and when the spin rotation axis is

not parallel to the propagation vector.

PIJ=″″X(島 X SJJ, (l.8)

Counterclockwise cycloidal spiral stnrcture

t f \1.3a l a\ al I rotarporari
lnr lar llr llp llr I (A



where y is a constant proportional to the spin-orbit coupling and superexchange interaction,

md e;i is the vector connecting two sites, i and j, along the propagation vector of a spiral

structure.

l. 1.4. Magnetod ielectric (magnetocapacitive) elfect

For overviewing the magnetodielectric effect, we refer to the Ph. D. thesis

"Magnetodielectric Coupling in Multifenoic Transition Metal Oxides" of Dr. Umut Adem

from University of Groningen [30].

YVlnO3
TbMnO3
BiFeOt

Tlo.
Ｆ

Ｆ

Ｆ

C12O3

FqTeOu
Gd2CuOa

EuTiO3, TmFeO3, MnO, Mn3Oa, MnF2.....

Figure 1.4. Schematics of relationship between multifenoics, the linear magnetoelectrics,

and m agnetodielectrics

Apart from the classes of magnetoelectrics and multiferroics, another class of material

has recently been introduced to distinguish from them. It is denominated as

'magnetodielectics', which possess neither spontaneous polarization nor the ME effect as

seen in Fig. 1.4. Nevertheless, it shows a kind of coupling between dielectric and magnetic

properties. It was first introduced by Lawes and coworkers who proposed "for mol€ general



couplings" the term magnetodielectric effect [31]. Such materials display a change in

dielectric constant at the magnetic ordering temperature, or show finite

magnetocapacitance. Materials such as MnO [32], MnFz [33], TmFeO3 [34], TbiFesOrz

[35] and so on are included in this class.

In the framework of the Ginzburg-landau theory for the second-order phase transition,

Smolenskii [36], Kimura, and their coworkers [37] explained the origin of the anomaly in

dielectric constant e on the magnetic order of the ferroelectromagnets, that is, multifenoics.

In a ferroelectromagnets, the thermodynamic potential Q can be written in the form:

(1.9)

where a, f , a', B', and y are functions of temperature. The term of exchange ME interaction

of the form yP2A,f is allowed in any ferroelectromagnet and in any symmetry. Eq. (1.9) was

used to calculate the effect of magnetic ordering on the dielectric susceptibili$, X : e + l.

Thus, the dielectric constant e can be derived using 7-' = 0'01 AP'. It can be expressed that

the change in e is proportional to the square of magnetization (6e -yA,fi [37]. Figure 1.5

displays a good example of the relationship.

BiMn03
110K

100K

130K

2       4
″(μ B/Mn s10′

Figure 1.5. Magnitude of field-induced change of e, Aele(0), as function of square of

magnetization trf at temperatures in the vicinity of magnetic ordering in BiMnO3 [37].

0 = Qo+ aP2 *tr' - PE + d'Mz +$r' - MH + yP'M',

ハ
Ｖ
　
　
　
　
　
Ａ

ゞ

８
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1.2. Peroyskite ^RMnO3 (R = rarc-earth)

In this section, I introduce details of the magnetic phase

manganites RMnOI with the distorted perovskite stnrcture.

1.2.1. Various magnetic structurcs modulated by ^R ion radii

MnOMn bond angle 0 (deg)
of

diagram of rare-earth

!ont rad‖ of R ions rR(A)t型里堅壼野

Figure 1.6. Transformation of magnetic structure for RMnOI modulated by ionic radii of R

ions or Mn-O-Mn bond angle [23,38].

In all the perovskite rare-earth manganites with Jahn-Teller active Mn3* ions, an orbital

ordered state is stabilized [39]. The onset temperature for the orbital ordering is 770 K in

LaMnOl with the largest ionic radius of the R site (rp), increasing with decreasing rp, aod

reaching more than 1000 K in some RMnOt such as NdMnOl. In substituting smaller.R3*

AF =Antibnomagnetism

panmagneilc



ions for the La3+ ion, the Mn-O-Mn bond angle connecting MnOo octahedra decreases and

the GdFeOs-type distortion increases by reason of an expansion of the vacancy for the

octahedron network. As a result, the change in the bond angle or the GdFeO3-type

distortion (an enhancement of the cooperative rotation of the MnOo octahedra) leading to

variation of superexchange interactions between neighboring (and further-neighboring) Mn

ions through O ions affects the magnetic structures of RMnOl. This bond angle (or 16) and

the superexchange interaction dependences of the magnetic structure have been well

studied by Kimura and coworkers [38]. As displayed in Fig. 1.6, the ground state of RMnOr

with large rn (e.9., R = La, Sm, and Eu) is a paraelectric A-type antiferromagnetic (AF)

ordered phase in which Mn moments are aligned ferromagnetically within the ab plane but

antiferromagnetically in the c direction in the Pbnm notation (will be introduced in next

section). On the other hand, the two magnetic structures, spiral and/or collinear E-type AF

structures which present the multifenoic nature, are stabilized in RMnOI with intermediate

(e.9., R: Tb and Dy) [25,26] and small (e.g., R: Ho and Tm) [40,41] rp, respectively.

1,2.2. A-type antiferrom a gn etic o rder in LaMnOr

Here, we explain the A-type AF structure using LaMnOl as a good model and well-

studied in.RMnOi materials. The magnetic structure of LaMnO3 can be explained in terms

of the electronic configuration and the crystal structure. In a MnOo octahedron of the

perovskite LaMnO3, five-fold degenerated 3d orbitals in the Mn ion are split onto three 12,

orbitals (d,y, dy, do) avoiding the oxygen ion direction and two e, orbitals (d,r_rr,d3,,_,,)

extending to the oxygen ion direction owing to crystal field created by oxygen ions. The

valence of a Mn ion is 3+ in LaMnO3, which means that there are four 3d electron spins in

a Mn ion. Following Hund's rule, three Mn spins (F312) occupy the t2s orbital, and the

remaining one (^Fl/2) is placed at the e, orbital. The /2, orbital is energetically placed at a

deep position, and the band gap is small because there is little hybridization with the 2p

orbital of the oxygen ion so that the /2g orbital forms a localized spin S:3l2.In contrast,

the e" orbital is strongly hybridized with the 2p orbital of the oxygen ion, and it is



considered that the Mn spin in the e, orbital plays a crucial role in the electric and magnetic

properties of RMnOt. In RMnOI such as LaMnOt, the e, electrons occupy Id,,_r, /dr-,_,,)

orbitals staggeredly within the ab plane, i.e., orbital order, which originates from the

corporative JT effect [see Fig. 1.7]. In the aD-plane, the e, orbitals are elongated into the

oxygen direction and hybridized to the 2p-o orbital of oxygen ions, whereas, in the c axis

direction, the t2, orbitals are mixed to the ZVx orbital of oxygen ions. Below the AF

ordering temperature IN = 150 K for LaMnO3, since in the ab plane the nearest-neighbor e,

orbitals cross at right angles to each other, Mn spins are aligned ferromagnetically through

super-exchange interactions via oxygen 2p-o orbitsl, while in the c a:<is direction (direction

between planes), they are aligned anti-ferromagnetically due to the antiferromagnetic

superexchange interaction between 12" through the oxygen 2p-r orbitals 142,431. Figure 1.7

schematically draws the A+ype AF order whose spin ordered configuration is

ferromagnetic within the ab plane but antiferromagnetic along the c axis.

Mn c. orbital cloctron cloud

Oxygcnion

aex

Figure 1.7. e, orbital order and A-type AF structure in RMnOl.
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1.2.3. Wealdy canted ferromagnetism [44]

Spin canting and the resultant weak ferromagnetism (FM) along the c axis is generally

accompanied by the A-type AF order in RMnOI with large rn. The origin of the weak FM

has been discussed in terms of the single-ion anisotropy and the DM interaction [45]. In

this thesis, we focus on the asymmetric DM interaction to explain the weak FM.

This interaction does not have the form (Sr'S) but rather [,SrxSz] between two spins,,S1

and ,Sz. It was first proposed by Dzyaloshinskii [46] phenomenologically that the

interaction between two spins can be induced by the introduction of crystal symmetry and

symmetrical operation of spin (time) reversal. Later, Moriya [47] microscopically explained

this interaction by speculation on magnetic bond and crystal symmetry to a non-degenerate

ground state. This interaction causes weak ferromagnetism with an antiferromagnetic spin

arrangement which is shown in o-FezOr and so on. This system can be expressed in terms

of the free energy of spin variables (magnetic moments) by

亀xDM=D・ 61× S2), (1.10)

where D is the DM vector. The maenitude of D is calculated bv:

(1.11)

where l, is the spin-orbit interaction constant. The interaction energy ofD'(S1 x Sz) reaches

minimum, when the (Sr x Sz) vector is inverse to the D vector direction, and the two spins

(Sr and Sz) in in-plane perpendicular to D form a right angle (90 degrees). This type of

interaction barely exists alone, although it affects spin configurations coexisting with

different interactions. When considerins the coexistence of the interaction between two
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spins (S1 and 
^Sz) 

and an antifenomagnetic Heisenberg interaction, (the nearest neighbor

interaction,4 < 0), the coupling energy can be expressed by:

E(e)=-2[tls' cosd-DS2 sind (lal :o),
(1.12)

under the assumption that l,St ; = l,Sr 1 = S, and the angle formed by two spins, (n - 0). The

d which minimizes the coupling energy will be calculated as follows:

tan θ=爾 (1.13)

Namely, canted antiferromagnetism sharing ferromagnetic components with the coupled

two spins forming an angle emerges. When zlJrl)) D, weak ferromagnetism appears as

displayed in Fig. 1.8. Additionally, when Jz (the next nearest neighbor interaction) works in

the direction of two coupling atoms, as in case of J2 > 0, canted antifenomagnetism

emerges. However, in the case of J2 S 0 and lltl . D, there is a stable spiral spin structure

in which the d of the Eq. (1.12) is caused by the D. Thus, asymmetric interaction can also

be the origin of the spiral spin structure. Figure 1.9 displays the weak ferromagnetism in

LaMnO3 only along the c axis.
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Figure 1.8. Weakly canted FM in terms of asymmetric DM interaction in RMnOI system.
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Figure 1.9. Magnetization curves at 20 K for a single crystal of LaMnO3 along the three

orthorhombic axes. It is seen that the weak moment (FM) is directed along only c [45].



1.3. N6el N-type ferrimagnet

In this section, the .lf-type ferrimagnet is shortly introduced as it was part of the

discovery of the new magnetodielectric effect in SmMnO:.

A ferrimagnet is defined as a material in which two or more magnetic moments of the

atoms on different sublattices are aligned antiferromagnetically [see Fig. 1.10(a)]. However,

the magnetic moments are not equal so a spontaneous magnetization can remain.

Ferrimagnetism can be observed in some ferrites, magnetic garnets, and so on. In 1948,

Lois N6el [48] classified fenimagnetism into several types: Q-, R-, P-..., as illustrated in

Fig. 1.10(b). Among them, the N-type fenimagnet is unique. This is because it shows

negative magnetization below a certain temperature (compensation temperature [oro)
which is lower than ZN. However, as temperature decreases, the magnetization is

suppressed and then disappears at the compensation temperature. As the temperature

continues to decrease, the magnetization becomes negative when an applied magnetic field

is relatively small. This evolution is due to the change in the sum of the two opposite

moments caused by the temperature. At the compensation temperature, the magnitude of

the two opposite moments becomes equal. Then, the magnetization becomes negative

below the compensation temperature because the magnitude of the moment which is

aligned antiparallel to the applied weak magnetic field direction is larger than that of the

other moment due to their antiferromagnetic interaction. However, when a strong magnetic

field is applied, the magnetization suddenly increases below the compensation temperature

as seen in Fig. 1.10(b). This feature observed in the Ndel N-type ferrimagnet reemerges in

SmMnOl. Results of magnetic field effects on magnetization coupled with dielectric

properties for SmMnO3 are introduced in Chapter 3.



(a) A magnetic moment

B magnettc moment

用 ハ >mB

Figure 1.10. Fenimagnetic alignment (a) and fenimagnet types O).



1.4. Physical prcperties of SmMnO3

The ground state of SmMnOt is the A-type AF ordered state with the weak

ferromagnetism along the c axis due to the asymmetric DM interaction. This is the same

with LaMnOr. However, fN of SmMnOr is 60 K which is much lower than that of LaMnOr

(7k = 140 K). Furthermore, SmMnO3 can be viewed as ferrimagnetic because it consists of

two magnetic moments, Sm and Mn ones, which are strongly antiparallel to each other.

This characteristic contributes significantly to physical properties in SmMnOr.

Figure l.ll. Temperature dependence of the spontaneous magnetization for Smr-rSrrMnOr

crystals: experiment (poina), and theory (solid lines) [49].

Prcviously, magnetic properties of Sm1-rSrrMnOl single crystals were investigated by

Ivanov and coworkers [a9]. They reported that a compensation point of spontaneous

magnetization along the c axis (in the Pbnm setting) was observed at Z!'np = 9 K for a pure

untwined SmMnOr, as seen in Fig. l.l l. Below l*'np, unusual behavior appeared, and the

magnetization showed negative values in spite of a positive magnetic field being applied.
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They observed that it originates from an antiparallel orientation of the Mn weak

ferromagnetic moment and of the Sm moment induced by Sm-Mn exchange interactions

[a8]. They calculated the temperature dependence of the spontaneous magnetization for

SmMnO3 along the easy axis taking into account the ground Sm3* Kramers doublet

characterized by a splitting due to the Sm-Mn exchange, l"* = 6 cm-I, and by the Sm3+

magnetic moment P, = 0.4Ps [49]. A more detailed explanation of behaviors such as the

observed compensation point and the negative magnetization measured at a relatively weak

magnetic field for SmMnO: will be introduced in chapter 3 with speculated magnetic

configurations.



1。5.Motivation ofthis work

As mentioned before, magnetodielectrics, which possess neither multiferroics nor

magnetoelectric effect, should attract more attention for their potential applications, and to

better understand the origin of the magnetoelectric effect. In magnetodielectrics, several

signs can be seen: an anomaly of the dielectric constant at magnetic ordering temperature

and a finite magnetic field dependence of the dielectric constant, namely,

magnetocapacitance. In this thesis, therefore, we aim to investigate the magnetocapacitive

effect of SmMnO3 with (l) A-type antifenomagnetic ordering, (2) paraelectric behavior,

and (3) complex magnetic sfucture (i/-type fenimagnet). It is expected that we will

discover a new, strong dielectric and magnetic coupling, that is, a new magnetodielectric

type. Another purpose in this study is to clarify origin of the magnetodielectric effect.

In short, the goals of this thesis are as follows:

The discovery of magnetic field effects on dielectric and magnetic properties

to A-type AF and fenimagnetic SmMnOr.

The development of approaches to resolve the origin of dielectric dispersion

in.RMnOg.

The understanding significant lattice distortion induced by change in

magnetic confi gurations.

4. The clarification of complex magnetic states between Sm-Mn moments to

understand the microscopic origin of magnetocapacitive effect in SmMnOl.

We performed macroscopic and microscopic measurements to achieve these goals.

2.

3.



1.6。 An outline ofthis thesis

This thesis consists of the following contents. In the next chapter, single crystal growth

and the various measurement techniques we used for this study, such as the floating zone

method, dielectric constant and magnetization measurements, strain gauge measurement,

and hard and soft x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) measurements, respectively,

are explained explicitly. In chapter 3, we display the results of various magnetic field

effects on dielectric and magnetic properties for single crystals of SmMnOg and of hard

XMCD for polycrystalline SmMnO3. We state that large and new magnetocapacitive effects

are observed in this material and are attributed to a change in magnetic moment

configurations. In chapter 4, we show results of magnetostrictive effects coupled with

magnetic ordering and configurations, and discuss them in terms of orbital occupancy

change. In chapter 5, we present soft XMCD results of the Sm 4/and Mn 3d ions to get a

clue to solve the microscopic origin of the magnetocapacitive effect. Finally, we summarize

this thesis in chapter 6.
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Chapter 2.

Experimental methods

2.1. Single crystal growth

Single crystals of SmMnO3 used for measurements of magnetization, dielectric constant,

strain, and soft x-ray magnetic circular dichroism were grown by the floating zone (FZ)

method. The procedures to grow the single crystals are as follows (see Fig. 2.1).

(1) Powders of SmzOr and Mn3O+ with 99.9 % purity (purchased from Kojundo

Chemical Laboratory Co., Ltd.), were weighed in the desired ratio and well mixed in

acetone. The powders were dried in the air, and then, were pre-heated to 1200"C for 24

hours in an air atmosphere for solid state reaction.

(2) The solid state reacted powders were mixed again and put into a rubber balloon. The

balloon was hydrostatically pressed under a pressure of 45 MPa for 2 minutes to make a

rod (6 mm in diameter and 120 mm in length).

(3) The hydrostatically pressed polycrystalline rods were heated again at 1350'C for 30

hours in the air atmosphere.

(4) Upper and lower rods were set in a single crystal growth apparatus (D-1, Cannon

Machinery) and the rods were melted (floating zone state) by focused infrared light

produced by double ellipsoidal reflectors and two halogen lamps. Single crystals were

fabricated by transferring the two rods downward at 3mm/h in flowing N2.

Portions of the obtained single crystals were crushed into powders and characterized by

powder x-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements to have a single phase of the Pbnm

orthorhombic structure. The grown crystals were oriented through Laue XRD patterns, and



cut into rectangular shaped specimens wift the widest faces perpendicular to the

crystallographic principal ores for the various measurements.
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Figure 2.1. (a-c) Single crystal growttr prccesses for SmMnOr and (d) the grown single

crystal by means of the FZ method
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2.2. Dielectric constant measu rement

In this study, we carried out capacitance measurement to get the dielectric constant we

need. For this measurement, silver electrodes were vacuum deposited on the opposite faces

(the c plane here) which were polished. Figure 2.2 shows the schematics of the prepared

sample with the electrode, and of the wiring setup for the four-terminal measurement which

connects Cu lead wires from the sample with coaxial cables for the measurement of

dielectric constant. For this, AC electric field E and magnetic fields B, were applied along

c. A more detailed introduction of this measurement follows.

Coaxial cable Cu wire
Au wire

Acrylic sheet

Sample

Ag

c

1

u/-' B,(E)

Figure 2.2. Schematic illustrations of the prepared sample and of the wiring setup for the

four-term inal measurement for d ielectri c constant.

Dielectric constant (Capacitance)

Dielectric constant is one of the important parameters which reflect the response of a

material to external electric fields. Since the dielectric constant is frequency dependent, a

proper technique is used for the measurement. In this study, we used a range of low



frequency from I to 200 kHz belonging to a dipole moment range in dielecric constant

using a capacitance method.

Figure 2.3 displays a schematic illustration of a capacitor stucture, where an insulator

sample is covered with conducting electrodes on both surfaces. Capacitance C is expressed

as C = QlV, where Q is the charge on the electrodes and Y is the electric potential betrryeen

the electrodes. C can be obtained by:

C=ε
チ

, (2。 1)

and

Cど
ら =7 (from L = e,),

to
(2.2)

where e is the dielectric constant" I is the area of electrodes, d is thickness of the sample, e,

is rclative dielectic constant and eo is the dielectric constant of the vacuum (6e=$.$JJx lQ'
t2Flm1. Thus, by measuring C, one can obtain dielectric constant e or relative dietectric

constant 8r.

Figure 2.3. A schematic illushation for the capacitance measurcment.

Insulale sample



A precision LCR meter (Agilent E4980A) was used for this mear;urement wittt a wide

frequency range (l-200 kHz). The AC voltage was set to be I V. For observation of

magnetic field effects on the dielectric constant, we used a supenconducting magnet

(Oxford, up to 8 T) and the Physical Properties Measurernent System (Quantum Design

PPMS, up to 9 T).

23. Mrgnetization measurement

To obtain magnetic information, we measuned magnetization by means of a commercial

PPMS (up to 9 T) and the Vibrating Sample Magnetometry (VSM-SQUID, Quantum

Design, up to 7 T). We used these apparatuses to measurc the magnetization as functions of

temperature and magnetic field. For these measurements, magnetic fields were applied

only along the c axis.

Figure 2.4. Apicture of the VSM-SQUID



2.4. Strain gauge measurement

In this section, we introduce the strain gauge measurement. For explanation of the strain

gauge measurement technique, we refer to the Ph.D. thesis of Dr. K. Kimura (Osaka

University) [].
Strain gauge measurement was performed to study the striction (MlL) of temperature

and magnetic field profiles for SmMnOt. We briefly state the principle of the method. The

strain gauge is a sensor which can detect a small mechanical change of sample length as an

electric signal. Figure 2.5(a) shows the setup of a strain gauge and dummy (Cu) for the

measurement. The strain gauge is tightly attached to a sample so that the sensing element

(metallic resistive foil) elongates or contracts from the strain induced by the sample as seen

in Fig. 2.5(b). When the gauge elongates or contracts, the sensing element undergoes a

change in electric resistance (R) from Eq. (2.3):

Q.3)

where AR/R is a relative change of gauge resistance, and G is a temperature-dependent

proportional constant (called as gauge factor).

A bridge circuit for this measurement is used for high resolution. We measure the

changes in voltage converted from those in resistance. There are various types of the

circuits depending on the situation. Here, we used the active-dummy method to reduce the

temperature-dependent resistance of lead wire and of the magnetoresistant component of

the gauges which affect obtained data. A home-built bridge circuit [] for the active-dummy

method, in which a non-magnetic Cu-plate as dummy material, is also shown in Fig. 2.5(a),

where E1p and Esurr sro input and output voltage, respectively. With appropriate

approximation, Ml L is expressed as:
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where lLclLc is the striction of the dummy (Cu) part.

In this study, we measured magnetostriction M I L of SmMnO3

temperature with or without magnetic fields and of a magnetic field at

temperatures.

Shrinkage

+/L, +/R

Figure 2.5. (a\ A real set-up sample picture for the strain gauge measurement of the active-

dummy (Cu) method. (b) Schematics of sample elongation or contraction corresponding to

the change of the gauge length.
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as functions of
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If we put the reference temperature and magnetic field into Te and .86, respectively,

Ml L at an arbitrary temperature (Z) and magnetic field (B) is written as:

新滞=箭締+:婦 =七滞+:年 , 2.5)

A Cu plate was used as the dummy in this measurement, as it does not show

magnetostriction. lldT)lldfg) is the thermal expansion of the Cu plate and can be

obtained by the data calculation [2]. Therefore, we can observe the striction /L(T, B)lLdTo,

Bs) of our sample through the determined Enr and measured E6urr. And since G data are

given to77 K in Ref. [2], we obtained the G values below 77 Kby extrapolation.

The strain gauge measurement was carried out through PPMS. The commercial strain

gauge (KYOWA, KFL-l-120-C1-l I type) was bonded onto a polished sample and Cu-plate

surfaces by using adhesive gauge cement KYOWA, PC-6). To apply ErN and to measure

Eour, a voltage generator (ADCMT 6144) and a multimeter (Keithley 2000) were used,

respectively. Note that suitable parallel alignment of the gauges between the active

(sample) and dummy (Cu) is required for reduction of the magnetoresistant component.



2.5. Ilard and soft x-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism (XMCD)

techniques

In this section, we briefly introduce the XMCD technique, a powerful method for

investigating element specific magnetization, using hard and soft x-rays for the Sm and Mn

moments of SmMnO3. Because, in principle, the fundamentals of XMCD are similar

regardless of hard and soft x-rays performed at BL39XU (see Fig. 2.5) and BL25SU of

SPring-8, respectively, we concentrate on an explanation of the soft XMCD technique in

this section. We refer to textbooks [3, 4] for taking into account for it.

The principle of the XMCD effect can be explained easily with the so-called two-step

model proposed by G. Schiitz et al. [5] and later by J. Sttihr et al. [6]. The first step is the

excitation of a core electron by a circularly polarized x-ray photon that carries an angular

momentum [right handed photon +1, (= +1) and left handed photon -ft (: -1)] coincident

with helicity vector parallel Gight) or antiparallel (left) to the direction of propagation.

Owing to the conservation of angular momentum in the absorption process, the angular

momentum carried by the photon is entirely transferred to the excited photoelectron. Both

the orbital (D and spin (s) moments of the photoelectron are affected by this momentum

transfer dependent on the initial core state and on the nature of interactions. Let us consider

this process with an example, a photoelectron excited from spin-orbit-split core levels of Zz

(2p1p)3d) and L3 Qnn)3d) absorption edges in 3d shell transition as displayed in Fig.

2.5(a). Then, part of the angular momentum canied by the photon will be changed into the

spin moment via a spin-orbit interaction known as the Fano effect [7]. The spin moment of

the photoelectron is always parallel to the direction of propagation of the photon. However,

its sign is determined by the helicity of the incident x-ray photon and by the spin-orbit

interaction, such as / + s at the Zr edge and I - s atthe Lz edge. Note that in the absence of

the spin-orbit coupling, the angular momentum of the photon is entirely converted into +fi

(or -fi) orbital moments, and there cannot be any polarization of the photoelectron. Namely,

no asymmetric XMCD signal appears.



The second step is derived from magnetic properties of the sample. X-ray absorption

spectra (XAS) basically reflect the density of empty states for an angular momentum /

depending on the symmetry of the initial core state and on selection rules of the transition.

BI39XU et SPring-t
Dblold X-ny
PbuRctudcr
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Clrcuhrly pohrlzcd

Mrgnctlc tlcldr il

Figure 2.5. A simple illustration for hard XMCD measurement set-up for powder

transmission mode by using the helicity-modulation technique performed at BL39XL in

SPring-8.

XMCD spectra simply reflect the difference in the density of states with a different spin or

orbitaf moment, which takes advantage of the rclative transition prcbability [see Fig.

2.6(a). In the case of spin-orbit split initial states, the excited photoelectron carries both a

spin and an orbital momentum, and any imbalance in either spin or orbital momentum in

the final states will immediately give rise to a dichroic effect [3]. Thus, the XMCD signal is

obtained from the difference of the XAS intensity detected between right and left handed

polarized photoelectrons or by between positive and negative magnetic fields. Thus, the

XMCD signal can be written as:

XMCD= l+(Rt - 1-{r) - 1+a - 1-a (2.6)
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Figure 2.6. (a) Illustration of XMCD principle for l-edge absorption with density of spin-

up and spin-down states. (b) Schematics of total electron yield method performed at

BL25SU of SPring-8 for this study.



The advantage of the soft XMCD method is that it makes possible the direct observation

of the magnetic states of 3d transition metals (22,3 absorption edges) and of 4f rarc earths

(M, s absorption edges), which determine their magnetic properties. Furthermore, the

magneto-optical sum rule originally derived by B. T. Thole et al. and P. Carra et al. [8, 9]

for the absorption edges provides their quantitative values of the spin magnetic moment

(r, = -zpun(s,l) and of the orbital magnetic moment @r=-puh(L")), md of the

resultant total magnetic moment from soft XMCD results, respectively. The derived sum

rule of orbital my and spin rn5 rnoffients of transition metal, for example, an Mn ion, is given

respectively as

, where nn: l0 - zlawith qabeingthe3d electron occupation number, Mr,and Mr,, Ar,

and Ar, are the L3 and L2 integrated XMCD and XAS sum intensities, respectively. Since

the bare spin sum rule generally underestimates rrs, wo used a correction factor given by

the calculation [10, ll]. In addition, the sum rule of orbital (Mrrl and spin (Mrr)

moments of rare earth elements, for example, a Sm ion, can be respectively given as

″r一:鯖 け乃 ,

″r=L舅,2 ケ為
'

(″ツ)=―(Zz)乃 =2L嶋5+嶋4乃
,

戦
~:嶋

4

:― +1
BIf5+牝(″

y)=-2(Sz)ん

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

σ。10)



where Lz, Sz, Tz, and nhare the orbital and spin angular momenta, magnetic dipole operator,

and the number of holes in the 4/shell, respectively. And Mr, and Mr,, BM,, and Br,

are the M5 and Ma integrated XMCD and XAS sum intensities in the 4/shell, respectively

[2]. For rare-earth elements with a less-than-half filled 4/shell, the off-diagonal term of

the 3d-4f exchange interaction causes a large amount of 3dsn-3ds2 mixing, and the sum rule

for rzs becomes invalid [3]. Ref.[3] defined a correction factor XtlXs to describe the effect

of this mixing as follows:

(2.11)

and

2.12)

where Xb Xe, and n are the integrated XMCD intensity related to the absorption, the

expectation value, and the number of 4/electrons, respectively. For 3d electrons, (fr) can

be regarded as zero for polycrystalline samples because of the decoupling between the

quadrupolar charge distribution and magnetic spin orientation due to the small spin-orbit

interaction. It is not necessary for (fr) to be considered [2]. On the other hand, for 4/

electrons, the crystal field is weaker than the spin-orbit interaction, and (frl is almost free

from the crystal field and isotropic. Its value, therefore, for polycrystalline samples is about

the same as that for free ions [2].
In this study, we investigated XAS and XMCD around Mn K and Sm 22,3 edges for a

powder sample of SmMnO3 in transmission mode by using the helicity-modulation

technique [4] with hard x-rays under various temperatures and magnetic fields. Then, we

χE=多
 (Sz)+;(場 ),



performed a soft XMCD measurement for Mn Lz,3and Sm M,sedges for single crystal

SmMnO3 in the total photoelectron yield mode [see Fig. 2.6(b)] to investigate the magnetic

states in more detail.
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Chapter 3.

Large magnetodielectric effect in SmMnOr

3.1. Introduction

The main purpose of this thesis is to investigate the conelation between magnetic and

dielectric properties and to clarify the origin of the correlation of single crystals of

SmMnO3. In this chapter, magnetocapacitive effects were investigated for SmMnOt

possessing a relatively large ra and the A-type AF ground state of Mn moments. Although

the backgrounds of this study and SmMnO3 w€ro mentioned in Chapter l, we briefly

present it again.

Recent discoveries of spin-driven fenoelectricity and gigantic magnetoelectric effects in

some multiferroics have created considerable interest in terms of both basic and

technological points of view fl,2l. Among such multiferroics, fenoelectricity in perovskite

manganites, RMnO3 (R: rare-earth ions), with the Pbnm orthorhombic structure originates

from a spiral [3, 4] or collinear E-type [5, 6] AF structure, breaking the inversion symmetry.

These two magnetic structures are stabilized in ^RMnOl with intermediate (e.g., R = Tb and

Dy) and small (e.g., R= Ho and Tm) ionic radii of the R ion rp, r€Sp€ctively [7, 8]. On the

other hand, the ground state of RMnO3 with large rn (e.9., R = Lq Sm, and Eu) is the

paraelectric A-type AF ordered phase in which Mn moments are aligned ferromagnetically

within the ab plane but antifenomagnetically in the c direction [9]. More precisely, the A-

type AF structure possesses a canted component along the c axis. The origin of the canting'

has been discussed in terms of the single-ion anisotropy and the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya

(DlO interaction U0l. With or without the ferroelectricity, most of the above-mentioned

RMnO3 show distinct dielectric dispersion at low temperatures only when an ac electric

field is applied along the c axis [7, l1]. The origin of the dielectric dispersion remains an

open question.



This manganite has never received attention mainly due to its lack of spin-driven

fenoelectricity. However, SmMnO3 shows distinct phenomena such as temperature-induced

magnetization reversal and resultant negative magnetization opposite to the magnetic-field

direction in a low magnetic field [12]. Such phenomena are observed in N6el N-type

ferrimagnetic compounds [3], consisting of trvo or more magnetic sublattices (e.g., spinel

fenites tla]). In the case of SmMnO3, the temperature-induced magnetization reversal and

the negative magnetization are interpreted in connection with the canted Mn moments

whose direction is the opposite of the polarized Sm moments [12]. Here, we report on

dielectric anomalies coupled with the magnetization reversal induced by changes in

temperature I and a magnetic field .B for single crystals of SmMnO3. It was found that the

dielectric properties are dominated by relative configurations of the polarized Sm and the

canted Mn moments with respect to the direction of B. We also report hard XMCD

measurement results for proof of our suggestion concerning the simultaneous reversal, and

peculiar cooling-field dependent asymmetric magnetocapacitance observed at Z"o'p.

Furthermore, we present dielectric dispersion associated with relaxation time generally

observed in rare earth manganites as well.



3.2. Experimental procedures

Single crystals of SmMnO3 w€ro grown by the floating-zone method. The crystals were

oriented by using Laue x-ray diffraction pattems and were cut into rectangular plates with

the widest faces perpendicular to the c axis. The magnetization along the c axis (M) was

measured with commercial magnetometers, SQUID and VSM-SQUID. Real (e'") and

imaginary (e"") parts of the dielectric constant along the c axis were measured using an

LCR meter with the frequency/range from I to 200 kHz. Magnetic fields were applied

only along the c axis. To obtain the element-specific information about the contribution to

net magnetization, x-ray absorption (XAS) and x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD)

spectra around Mn K and Sm 223-edges were also measured for a powder sample crushed

from a single crystal in transmission mode by using the helicity-modulation technique [5]
on BL39XU at SPring-8.
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3.3. Experimental results

3.3.1. Temperature dependent magnetization (M) and dielectric constant (e)

Figures 3.1(a) and 3.1(b) show the Zdependence of M"and e'", respectively. Prior to

every in-field measurement, magnetic fields were applied at 80 K [field cooling (FC)].

First, we focus on the data at zerc (or very weak) magnetic fields. As shown in the data at

0.01 T of Fig. 3.1(a), a steep rise of M" is observed at ?h = 60 K, where the canted A-type

AFM order of Mn moments arises. Upon cooling, M" shows the maximum value of -0.1

F/f.u. around 30 K and starts to decrease gradually below -30 K. As 7 decreases, it

becomes zero at the compensation temperature [o,op = 9.4 K and then becomes negative

below I.o.p. This l-induced magnetization reversal can be attributed to an antiparallel

orientation between the canted Mn moment and the gradually polarized Sm moment

induced by Sm-Mn exchange interactions [12]. Possible relative orientations between them

above and below fiomp dr€ schematically drawn in the insets of Fig. 3.1(a). Above [o*p, the

vector sum of the canted Mn moments (Mr,an) is larger than the polarization of Sm moments

(Msr). As ? decreases, M5, grows rapidly and then exceeds Mr,r,', below Zcomp, which

causes the negative magnetization. As seen in Fig. 3.1(b), at B :0 I no clear anomaly was

observed in the Zdependence of e'" at around ?ion,,p.

Next, we focus on the data at B>2 T. In contrast to the data at 0.01 T, the negative

magnetization was not observedin Mr-T curves at B> 2 T [Fig. 3.1(a). Instead, M" shows

an abrupt increase at Tiurp fiust below 4o,np) during the cooling process, and increases

again as Idecreases. The abrupt change at 7.1u,op accompanies thermal hysteresis centered at

4orp, suggesting the existence of a first order phase transition. These behaviors are

detected at all B above I T, but the hysteresis region gradually nanows down toward Tioro

with increasing B. Corresponding to the abrupt changes in M, around T"o p, E'" measured in

high B shows a sudden drop at 4un'p with a thermal hysteresis.
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Figure 3.1. T profiles of (a) M" md O) e'" at selected .B along c oris for single crystals of
SmMnOr. The inset of (a) depicts possible configurations of the polarized Sm and the

canted Mn moments. Dashed arrows denote the vector sum of the canted Mn moments.

33.2, Megnetic tieH (A) dependent magnetization (If) and dielectric constant (e)

To further examine the eflects of B on M, and e'", we measured the isothermal

magnetization M" and magnetocapacitancc {Le'"(B)le'"(0) = [eXB)-eX0)]/40)] as

functions of B. Figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) display Mr-B cuwes measured at selected

temperatures above and below T-rp, respec'tively. At 70 K ( > fN), M" is linearly dependent

on I while hysteresis loops with sharp jumps at coercive magnetic fields .B.o., due to

3編二Uヽ菫
‐
≡FTヽ通≡計■

(b)⌒         100k「 lz

Temperature (K)
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magoetization reversal are observed at 30 K and 15 K ([o'p < T < Zy). Below 30 K, the

remanent magnetization Mr" decreases with decreasing Ztoward 7io'0, but the magnitude

of 8.o., increases. At Zcorp = 9.4 K, the hysteresis behavior becomes negligible and M"

shows a linear B dependence again. With further decreasing 7, hysteresis loops appear

again, and M" (B.o.J increases (decreases) toward lower ?l as seen in the 7 K and the 5 K

data of Fig.2(b).

Isothermal magnetocapacitance measurements were done at ac electric fields of l0 kHz

[Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)] or 100 kHz [Figs. 3.2(e) and 3.2(f)], at which the most pronounced

magnetocapacitive effects were observed. At 70 K (> Zy), magnetocapacitance is negligibly

small while it becomes evident at T"orp < T < ZN. As seen in Figs. 3.2(c) and 3.2(e), the

magnitude of Le'"(B)le'.(0) increases with decreasing Z, and a clear butterfly-shape is

observed in the L,e'"(B)le'r(0)-B curve at 15 K. At Zco.p = 9.4 K, the butterfly-shaped

hysteresis in Le',(B)/e'"(0) disappears again [Figs. 3.2(d) and 3.2(f)], which also

corresponds to the disappearance of the hysteresis in Mr. Below Z"o'p, the butterfly-shaped

magnetocapacitance shows up again in accordance with the re-emergence of the hysteresis

behavior in M". The observed butterfly curves can be ascribed to the magnetization reversal

process because the magnetic field where Le'"(B)le'd0) increases abruptly corresponds well

to 8.o", in each M"-B curve. The magnetocapacitance curves above and below Zco*p show a

sharp contrast, though both of them exhibit the butterfly-shaped hysteresis, and the

corresponding Mr-B curves show similar hysteresis loops. Above [o'p, Ae'"(B)/e'"(0)

abruptly increases at 8"o", [Figs. 3.2(c) and 3.2(e)], whereas it shows a sudden drop below

4o,np [Figs. 3.2(d) and 3.2(f)]. In other words, the features of the magnetocapacitance above

and below 4omp are opposite in sign to each other.
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Figure 3.2. Isothermal magnetization curves measured at temperatures (a) above and (b)

below l*rp for SmMnO3. (c)-(0 Corresponding magnetocapacitance curves measured at

l0 and 100 kHz. Magnetic fields are applied along the c axis.



3.33. Magnetic phase diagram and hard XMCD rcsults for SmMnO3

5      10
Temperamre(K)

Figure 3.3. Magnetic phase diagram of SmMnOr. Illustrations in the inset depict possible

configurations of polarized Sm (blue arrows) and canted Mn (red arrows) moments in the

respective phases. Open and closed tiangles represent 8"o", obtained from the Mr-B and the

e'.-B curves, respectively. Open and closed circles repres€nt {u.p obtained from the Mr-T

and the e'"-Icurves, respectively. The gray area represents the hysteresis region.

Figure 3.3 displays the B-I phase diagram in which phase boundaries were determined

by lu,,,p [circles] or 8"o", [triangles]. The phase diagram clearly shows that the Tjump st

which the anomalies were observed in the M"-T and e'"-?"curves overlaps B"n at which the

magnetization reversal occurs. The gray area in the phase diagram represents the hysteresis

region. Wth increasing B at around T* p, Bro, shows a tendency to diverge and 4u'p

approaches l"o,op from both the low- and the high-I ends. Such a tendency is often
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observed in Ndel N+ype ferrimagnetic compounds [6]. We schematically illustrate

possible orientations of Ms. and Myn with respectto Bllc in each phase [insets of Fig. 3.3].

At lBl S -0.5 I the system cannot cross the phase boundary down to the lowest 7n

Therefore, there is no change in the relative configurations of M5, and Myn with respect to

B, and the negative magnetization state appears. By contrast, at l8l > -0.5 I the system

does cross the boundary at lu,p. When the energy of applied B exceeds the magnetic

anisotropy energy, the states with positive magnetization may become more stable. Thus,

the reversals of both Msn.' and Myn [right insets *'left insets of Fig.3.3] are likely to occur

at {u.p.

０
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Figure 3.4. (a), (b), and (c) show XAS and XMCD signals of Mn K Sm L3, artd Sm Z2-

edges, respectively, at 2 K. After field-cooling at 0.5 I the measurements were done at 0.5

Tand4T.

The reversals of Ms, and Mun in crossing the phase boundary were demonstrated by

XMCD measurements. Figures 3.4(a), 3(b), and 3(c) show the XAS (upper) and the XMCD

Mnκ A⌒ (a (C)A Smと2

-0-0.5

-4T



(lower) spectra around Mn K, Sm 23, and Sm Z2-edges, respectively. For these

measurements, the sample was first field-cooled down to 2 K at 0.5 T. Subsequently, the

spectra were taken at 0.5 T (<B.o.r) and then at 4T (>B.o.J. In all three spectra, the XMCD

signals at 4 T are opposite in sign to those at 0.5 T. This result indicates that both M5, and

Mp111arc reversed when crossing the phase boundary as illustrated in the insets of Fig. 3.3.

In addition, the possible relative orientations between them above and below l.o,no

schematically drawn in Fig. 3.1(a) are well supported by the temperature profile of XMCD

signals at 6.553 keV (Mn-K edge) and 6.708 keV (Sm-I3 edge), represented by open

triangles and squares, respectively. The XMCD spectra were obtained in.B = 0.5 T for the

powder SmMnOl. The temperature profiles of the sum of the two XMCD signals [=

Cx(Mn-K) + (Sm-I3), where C is constantl well overlap that of the low-field Mr-T curve

[Compare open circles with black line in Fig. 3.5].

Figure 3.5. Left axis: Iprofiles of Mmeasured at B"= 0.01 T (after field-cooled procedure)

for a single crystal of SmMnO3. Right axis: Open triangles and squares represent XMCD

signals at 6.553 keV (Mn-K edge) and 6.708 keV (Sm-23 edge), respectively. Open circles

represent the sum of these two XMCD signals 1: gx(Mn-K) + (Sm-I3), where C is a

constant value].
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3.3.4. Asym metric magn etoca pacita n ce at com pensation tem peratu re

Figure 3.6. B dependence of M, and e'. at ?".o,p:9.4 K after (a) ZFC, (b) FC at +8 I and

(c) FC at B = -8 T procedures. The insets show possible configurations of M;anand Ms. in

the respective cooled states.

Next, we present the peculiar cooling-field dependent asymmetric magnetocapacitance

observed at Z.o.p. Figure 4 shows the B profiles of Mrand e'.at 9.4 K (: [o.p). The data in

Figs. 3.6(a), 3(b), and 3(c) were measured after the zero-field cooling (ZFC), the FC at + 8

I and the FC at - 8 T above 7"p, respectively. Regardless of the cooling procedures, all the

M,-B curyes show exactly the same B-linear behavior and pass through the origin (upper

panels of Fig. 4), which means that the system behaves as an antiferomagnet st lgs,np (Myn

+ Ms, = 0). By contrast, the e',-B curves strongly depend on the cooling process. In the

ZFC data, the e'.-B curves display symmetric appearances centering around B = 0 T, while

the e'..-8 curves after the FC at +8 T and -8 T are asymmetric and show mirror-reversed

(b) Fc at + 8T (c) FC at - 8T
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appearances of each other. The observed cooling-process dependence on the

magnetocapacitance can be explained by considering the existence of rwo-types of domains

whose volume ratio depends on the cooling procedure, as illustrated in the insets of Fig.

3.6.

33.5. Dielectric dispersion

Rare-earth manganites show another intriguing phenomenon. With or without the

fenoelectricity, most of the above-mentioned .RMnOl show distinct dielectric dispersions,

namely, a relaxation feature at low temperatur€s only when an ac electric field is applied

along the c a:<is Ellc 17,lll. So far, this feature has not been discussed in detail and its

origin is unclear. In this thesis, we provide a detailed investigation of the relaxation effect

of E//c in SmMnOr.

Figure 3.7. T dependent e'" at selected/with B: 0 T.

Firs! we show e'" dependent on Imeasured at B:0 T. As seen in Fig. 3.'1,8'" strongly

depends on frequency f over a wide Trange. Below -TN, E', is significantly suppressed with
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increasingl Next" when ^8" is applied, as soen in Fig. 3.8, the anomaly in e'" is not clear in

the lowy'(l kHz) data but becomes pronounced with increasingl The dielectric anomaly at

?:u'np is ascribed to the opposite magnetocapacitive effect, that is, the enhancement and the

suppression of e'" by the application of I (up to -6 T) above and below ?iump, respectively.

Figure 3.8. Iprofiles of e'" at selected/with 8".

Then, we investigated/dependent e'" and e"" in the absence and presence of 8". Figures. 3.9

(a), O), and (c) show/profiles of e'", e'", and a Cole-Cole circular arc which is well fitted by

the empirical Cole-Cole function measured at B" = 0 at selected I, respectively. The Cole-

Cole function considers various relaxation times different from the Debye equation where

only one single relaxation time is assumed, as reported for various RMnO3 [7]:
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ε′''=:(・ 0-ε～)

sin(pn /2)
COShル +COS(βπ/2)'

(3.3)

where rs is average relaxation time, B is the degree of relaxation time dispersion, and x =

lnans, respectively. Figures 3.10 and 3.ll show the/dependence of (a) e'", (b) e"", and (c)

the Cole-Cole circular arc measured at B" = 8 T on the field cooling and heating process at

selected 7l respectively. On the cooling (heating) process with 8 T, a shoulder in e'" abruptly

shifted down (up) and a peak in e"" rapidly shifted toward lower/(higherJ) around ?ju'p

(10.1 K on heating process) where the anomaly in M, and e'" appeared in Fig. 3.1.

From the fitting, we obtained the relaxation time r which is given by t = (2nf)-t, where

$ is the frequency of the e"" peak. As shown in Fig. 3.12(a), r gradually increases with

decreasing T at B: 0 T. Since the dielectric dispersion is evident below ZN (see Fig. 3.7), it

implies that it is likely related to the magnetic ordering of the Mn moments. Additionally,

in accordance with abrupt changes in M" and 6'", r in high B data also shows a sudden jump

at tu.p. In Fig. 3.12(b), we also provide relaxation distribution p dependent on Z and B

given by e'" part fitting on the cooling run at selected -8". The / gradually becomes large for

lower T. At ?;urp in M" and d", the B displays abrupt jumps, and the magnitude of changes

in B becomes larger with increasing 8".
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3.4. Discussion

Let us discuss the origin of the distinctive magnetocapacitive effect in SmMnO3. Since

Mu,ris expected to be parallel to B above ?ju,np, the canting angle of the Mn moments (0)

becomes large with increasing B [upper-right inset of Fig. 3.3]. By contrast, d becomes

small with increasing B below Tiurp where Mnrn is antiparallel to B [upper-left inset of Fig.

3.3]. Thus, the application of B yields opposite effects on d above and below ?iu,op. As seen

in Fig. 3.12(a), r decreases monotonically with increasing.B above ?jurp, while r increases

with increasing B up to -5 T below ?jun'p. The change in r by applying B well corresponds

to that in fl which suggests that the change in 0 plays an important role in the observed

magnetocapacitive effect characterized by r. Furthermore, sudden changes in r as well as e'"

at Tiurp (or B.*r) can be also explained in terms of an abrupt change in d. When the system

crosses a boundary between phases with Myn parallel and antiparallel to B at 7;rro (or

B.*r), d should also change abruptly. Although the microscopic mechanism of the close

correlation between 0 on t is still unclear, the present finding will provide a clue to

understanding the dielectric dispersion observed in RMnO3.

3.5. SummarT of this chapter

Magnetocapacitive effects were investigated for Ndel N-type fenimagnetic SmMnOr

showing temperature-induced magnetization reversal due to keen competition between

ferrimagnetically-coupled polarized Sm and canted Mn moments. It was found first-order

Iike anomalies in the magnetic and dielectric properties around the compensation point,

which consequently causes the large magnetocapacitive effects. The simultaneous reversals

of the coupled Sm-Mn moments induced by applied magnetic fields are ascribed to the

anomalies. Furthermore, the peculiar asymmetric magnetocapacitance was observed at the

compensation temperature.
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Chapter 4.

Lattice distortion accompanied by magnetization reversal in A-

Epe antiferromagnetic manganites

4.1. fntroduction

In this chapter, magnetostriction was investigated for layered A-type antiferromagnetic

SmMnO3 showing large magnetocapacitive effects around a temperature (I1p = T,ru,np in

chapter 3) where ferrimagnetically coupled Mn 3d and Sm 4/ moments are reversed

simultaneously. At a sweeping temperature or a magnetic field, a significant lattice

distortion was observed at lrp or the coercive field, respectively. This indicates that the

lattice is strongly coupled with the magnetic configuration. More recently, Cheng and

coworkers reported that their measurements of in-field x-ray diffraction and specific heat

for SmMnO3 showed no evidence that the transition at ?rp is first-order (e.g., volume

change and latent heat) despite its abrupt nature [1]. Therefore, to further examine the

transition nature at Trp, magnetostrictive effects were studied for single crystals of

SmMnOr by measurements of the striction I with high resolution (M/L < -10's). Our

striction data demonstrate the presence of a discontinuous lattice distortion at T7p, which

has never been reported. We discuss the origin of the lattice distortion accompanied by the

magnetization reversal at Zrp in terms of the partial change in orbital-occupancy of Mn e"

electrons.



4.2. Experimental procedures

A single crystal of SmMnO3 was grown by the floating-zone method. The growth was

carried out with the use of a halogen-lamp image furnace at a growth rate of 8 mm/h in a

flow of Nz gas. The obtained crystals were oriented by using Laue x-ray diffraction pattems

and were cut into rectangular plates (= 4 " 4 x 2 mm3) with the widest faces along the

crystallographic principal axes: the a, b, and c axes, in the Pbnm setting, respectively. For

the striction (MIL) measurements, uniaxial strain gauges with a length of I mm were used,

which were attached to the widest face of the samples. Magnetic fields (^8") were applied

only along the c axis. To minimize the unwanted magnetoresistive effect of the gauges, the

conventional active and dummy (a copper plate) method was carried out. The obtained

striction data were corrected by subtracting the thermal expansion of copper [2].

Magnetization (M) and real part of dielectric constant (e'") were also measured as reported

previously [3]. For comparison with SmMnO3 results, we also grew a single crystal of

EuMnOr, which is unaffected by rare-earth Eu moments (Eu3*: af ; L= 3, S: 3, and J:0,
i.e., non-magnetic ion) to its magnetic properties, and measured the magnetostriction along

the c axis.



4.3. Striction measurement results

4.3.1. Temperature dependence of striction under magnetic fields for SmMnO3

First, we performed re-measurements of M, and e'" (10 kHz) dependent on T and .8",

respectively. As seen in Figs. a.1(a) and (b), in a low magnetic field applied along c (8"< -
I T), SmMnOt shows temperature (Z)-induced magnetization reversal at the compensation

temperature (T.o'p = 9.4 K), while in higher B, ? - I T), Zprofiles of M" and e '" show an

abrupt change with thermal hysteresis at a temperature (Z1p) around 4o,p, suggesting that a

first-order-like phase transition takes place at Trp [see the 4 T and 8 T data in Fig. 4.1(a)]

[3]. Furtherrnore, as seen in isothermal M" [Fig. 4.1(c)] and magnetocapacitance [Fig.

4.1(d)] curves, the magnetization reversal at the coercive field (B.o"r) accompanies a sudden

change in e'". Here, a distinct behavior is that the bufferfly-shaped E'"-8, curves below and

above lrp exhibit signs opposite to each other, which indicates the opposed magnetic

configurations in the two 7 ranges for the SmMnOr system. It has been discussed that the

anomalies in M" and e'" at T1p (or B.o.r) are ascribed to the simultaneous reversal of the

ferrimagnetically coupled Mn 3d and Sm 4/moments and the resultant sudden change in

the canting angle of Mn moments [3].

Next, let us examine Idependence of the striction for SmMnO3. Figures. 4.2(a),(b), and

(c) show the Tdependence of the striction parallel to the a, b, and c axes l L"(T)|L"(70K),

LLb(T)lLbQ0K), and LL,(T)\L"(70K)1, respectively, in the absence and the presence of

applied &. All the striction data were measured upon the heating process. First, let us focus

on the data at B": 0 T. With decreasing 7l an anomaly is evident at ZN in the data of
LL"(nlL"(70K) and LLbQ)lLbQ0K), while no anomaly is observed in M,(T)|L"(70K).

With turther decreasinET, Mo(T)lL"(70K) steadily elongates while LLb(T)lLbQ0K) and

M"(7)|L,(70K) gradually contract. A similar magnetostrictive effect, i.e., the elongation

along a and the contraction along 6 below Ip, has been observed in a typical A-type AFM

manganite, LaMnO3, by a neutron diffraction measurement [4].
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Figure 4.1. The upper figure illustrates crystal and magnetic structures of A-type AFM

RMnOt. Red arrows denote Mn moments, and @cn corresponds to the canting angle of the

Mn moments. Z dependence of (a) M" and (b) e'. (10 kHz) measured at selected B, and B

dependence of (c) M, and (d) magnetocapacitance (10 kHz) measured at 5 K and 12 K,

below and above furo (= 9.4 K) for single crystals of SmMnO3, resp€ctively. For all the

measunements, magnetic fields were applied along the c axis (Bllc).
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Namely, the A-type AFM order in the manganites gives rise to a lattice distortion which is

the most pronounced within the ab plane. This lattice distortion can be understood in terms

of the exchange striction [5, 6]. The development of the A-type AFM order with the

ferromagnetic coupling within the ab plane probably expands the Mn-O-Mn bond angle g

in the ab plane through the exchange striction. In fact, the a and D axes in ^RMnO3 with

large g are longer and shorter than those in .RMnOl with small p, respectively le.g., a =

5.5367(l) A, b = 5.7473(l) A, e= l55.ll(5)' in LaMnO3 (ref. 7); a = 5.3548(6) A, b =

5.Sl3l(7) A, e= 147.53(5)" in SmMnO3 (ref. S)1. In light of these relationships, the present

observation, i.e., the elongation of a and the contraction of D at ZN, can be reasonably

explained.

Next, we focus on the striction data in B": 4 T and 8 T. At Trp < f < fN, Though the

effect of B" on L,L"(I)|L"(70K) is negligibly small, Mbg)/LbQ0K) and M,(I)|L,(70K)

gradually contract and elongate with increasing 8", respectively. Another noteworthy

feature in the in-field striction data is that sudden jumps appear in all the directions at Tn

where Mr-T and e'"-I curves show discontinuous anomalies. As seen in the insets of Fig.

4.2, Mo(T)lL,(70K) and M{T)lLb(70K) show a discontinuous jump at Trp toward lower

temperatures while LL,(T)/L"(70K) suddenly drops at Trp. With increasing .8", T7p

approaches Z"orp in the manner of M, and e' 
" 

in Figs. a.l (a) and 4. 1(b), and the change in

LL(TdlL increases in all directions. The largest magnetostrictive effect is observed in

M"(77fi1L,. Then, in contrast with the data at T> Tw, M"(T)|L,(70K), and LL1Q)|L1QDK)

elongate while LL,,(T)|L,(70K) contracts with increasing B, at T < frp. Though no lattice

anomaly at Trp had been observed in the previous in-field x-ray diffraction measurement at

B : 5 T [U, our striction measurement with higher resolution clearly demonstrates the

presence of the lattice anomaly at Trp.
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4.3.2. Magnetic field dependence of striction for SmMnOr

To further examine the,B effects on the striction behavior for SmMnO3, w€ rn€sSUred the

isothermal magnetostriction along the a, D, and c txes l Lo(B)lLo, LL6(B)1L6, and

LL"(B)lL"l. Figures 4.3 shows (a) M,(B)|L,, (b) AZa(B)lLu and (c) A,L,(B)|L" as tunctions

of B"at 5 K and 12K,i.e., below and above Zrp. One of the remarkable features in Fig. 4.3

is that all the striction data except for AI"(B) lLo at 12 K display drastic changes at around

B.*,, * 1.2 T for 5 K and *,2.7 T for 12 K [compare Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.1(c)], respectively.

Though no anomaly was observed in A,L,(B)lLo at 12 K (above I1p), the result is

consistent with that in the Zdependence of LLo(7)lL"(70K) shown in Fig. 2(a) in which the

negligibly small B effect was observed at Zrp < T < 7H. The drastic changes in M(B)IL at

8.o", mean that the magnetization reversal also affects the lattice. The magnitude of the

magnetostriction along the c axis around 8.o", is of the order of l0a, which is one order of

magnitude larger than that along the a and D axes. Owing to the drastic change in M(B)IL

at B"*r, the isothermal magnetostriction curves form butterfly shapes. In all the

configurations, AZ(B)/Z monotonically increases or decreases in all the B regions except for

B.o.r. Another noteworthy feature in Fig.4.3 is the sign of the magnetostriction. At 12 K

(above 77fi, M6(B)/Z6 shows a sudden decrease at 8.o., toward higher B while M,(B)|L"

exhibits an abrupt increase. At 5 K (below Zrp), by contrast, LLb(B)lLb increases while

M"(B)|L, decreases. Related to the opposite feature, the signs of the butterfly-shaped

magnetostriction curves are reversed above and below ?rp. This contrasting butterfly shape

in the magnetostriction reminds us of the magnetocapacitance result in Fig.4.l(d).
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433. Megnetic lield proliles of EuMnO3 striction

Additionally, we also measured the magnetostiction of another A-type AFM

manganite, ErMnO3, in which the rare-earth moments do not contribute to its magnetic

properties. The thin black lines in Fig.4.4 show the MAB)IL" data of EuMnO3 measured

under the same conditions as those of SmMnOr. The M,(BVL" at 12 K in EuMnO3 is

similar to that in SmMnOr in terms of the bunerfly-shaped hysteresis and its sign. At 5 K in

EtMnO3, however, the sign of the butterfly-shaped AZdElL" cl.we is the same as that at

12 K, which is in sharp contrast with the result of SmMnOr. The magnitude of the

magnetostriction in EuMnO3 is much smaller than that in SmMnO3 as well. These results

suggest that while the 4f moments may enhance the magnetostrictive effect, the Mn

moments alone can give rise to the efflect.

‐2   0
Magnetic ttdd o

Figure 4.4. Isothermal magnetostiction cuwes parallel to the curves parallel to the c axis

IMABVL"I at 5 K and 12 K for SmMnOr (red and blue lines) and EuMnO3 @lack lines),

respectively.
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4.4. Discussion

By considering the magnetization and magnetostriction results, we infer a close

connection between the magnetostriction and the canting angle of the weakly ferromagnetic

Mn moments @ca. The observed monotonic change in M(B)IL may be ascribed to the

monotonic change in @ceby applying .B". In this case, the existence of the sudden change

in L(B)IL at 8.o", suggests that the magnetization reversal accompanies the change in @ca.

Furthermore, the sign change in the magnetostriction between the data above and below Irp

supports a former proposal [3] that the moment configurations composed of the

ferrimagnetically coupled Sm and Mn moments are opposite at temperatures below and

above Z1p.

4.4.1.In terms of the DM interaction

Let us discuss the microscopic mechanism of the observed lattice distortion. A possible

driving force to induce the lattice distortion is the DM interaction. In the A-type AFM

manganites, the spin canting toward the c axis originates from the DM interaction. The

change in the canting angle @sn may shift the position of oxygen ions intervening between

adjacent Mn moments along the c axis through the inverse DM effect. At Zrp < T < Zy, the

net magnetization due to the canted Mn moments is aligned along 8", and then the

application of & should increase @ce and enhance the DM interaction. The enhancement of

the DM interaction may displace the oxygen ions further away from the midpoint of

adjacent Mn moments as displayed in Fig. 4.5(a). As a result, the buckling of MnOo

octahedra should be enhanced by applying Br. Then, the c axis should be shortened [(see

Fig. a.5@)1. However, the changes in M(I)IL obtained by the present experimental results

contradict the DM scenario, so the DM scenario does not explain the observed lattice

distortion.
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where d is the respective orbital component (see the lower panels of Fig. 4.6). When d =

120", dt,2-] and fij-,2 orbitals are staggeredly-ordered within the ab plane. For SmMnO3, d

= | l4o, which is obtained by the semiempirical estimate from the structural data [9], infers

fc.f.,0 = l08o for LaMnO3 (ref. l0)1. (The d calculation will be explained in detail in

Appendix A.) Apart from the DM interaction, it has been discussed that the competition

between the AFM exchange and the local anisotropy can account for the alternating tilt of

(b)

Figure 4.5. (a) A schematic for the DM scenario with oxygen displacement with increasing

8,. (b) shortened c axis with consideration of the DM scenario contrast to the

magnetostriction resu lt.

4,4.2,In terms of orbital occupancy change

A more plausible driving force to induce the lattice distortion is the change in the orbital

occupancy of e, electrons in Mn sites. In RMnO3, the occupied Mn e" orbital wave function

on the two inequivalent sites can be expressed by



the magnetization direction which gives rise to a small resulting moment along the c axis

[11]. The anisotropy which originates from the spin-orbit coupling may be reflected by the

orbital occupancy. It is possible that the application of B, at Try < T < 7N increases the

canting angle @ga, enhances the c-axis component in the magnetization, and gives rise to

the partial transfer of the e, electrons from the d]-f to dr?-r' state (i.e., the decrease of d).

Then, by applying 8", the elongation of Z" is induced by the increase of dz?-} orbital

occupancy while the contraction of the b axis arises from the decrease of a*2-?tai-?

orbital occupancy at Trp < f < fN.

This orbital-occupancy scenario also well explains the discontinuous change in L at Typ

(or .8.o") where the simultaneous reversal of Sm and Mn moments occurs. The net

magnetization owing to the canted Mn moments is parallel to B" above Zrp while it is
antiparallel to.B" below Irp (ref. 3) so that the canting angle above Z1p should be larger

than that below Z1p. This consideration reasonably explains the experimental results, that is,

the sudden jumps of Zo and L6, and the abrupt drop of Z" at Trp upon cooling temperature.

Fig. 4.6 displays schematic illustrations which summarize the lattice distortions explained

by the orbital-occupancy scenario.
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4.5. Summary of this chapter

We investigated the magnetostrictive effect of SmMnOs with the A-type

antiferromagnetic ground state by means of strain gauge measurement. When magnetic

fields above I T are applied along the c axis, a remarkable lattice distortion was observed at

the temperature where the simultaneous reversal of the ferrimagnetically coupled Sm 4/and

Mn 3dmoments occurs, and at the coercive field where the magnetization reversal arises. A

similar but smaller lattice distortion at the coercive field was also observed in A-type

antiferromagnetic EuMnO: in which only Mn moments contribute to its magnetic

properties. This indicates that the Mn moments alone can induce the magnetostriction and

the rare-earth moments may enhance the effect. We explain the origin of the

magnetostriction in terms of the relative orbital-occupancy change in Mn e" electrons.
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Chapter 5.

Direct evidence of simultaneous reversal of ferrimagnetically

coupled Sm 4fMn 3d angular momenta in SmMnOs by means

of soft XMCD technique

5.1. Introduction

As mentioned in chapter 3, we performed measurements of hard x-ray magnetic circular

dichroism (XMCD) for powder samples of SmMnOr. The results indicated that the

observed magnetocapacitive effect is related to the coupling states of the Sm-Mn magnetic

moment and their alignments with respect to the direction of an applied magnetic field.

However, the XMCD technique using "hard x-ray" is limited to investigations around the

Mn K edge (ls ) aD and Sm 22,3 edges Qprn,n ) 5d).Since these transitions are not

directly related to Mn 3d and Sm 4/ moments which mainly contribute to magnetic

properties of SmMnO3, the hard XMCD result could not lead us to the exact magnetic

configurations ofthe Sm and Mn moments.

Therefore, the main target of this chapter is to investigate the respective magnetic states

of Sm 4f and Mn 3d moments in SmMnO3 below and above Tn by means of XMCD

measurements using "a soft x-ray", and is to understand the microscopic origin of the large

magnetocapacitive effect. By using soft x-rays for the Sm Ma,s (3dtn,sn ) 4f) and Mn Iz,r

(2pn.sn) 3d) edges, it is expected that we will obtain information about Sm 4/and Mn 3d

magnetic states, respectively. Here, we introduce soft XMCD results depending on Z and

8", and represent the calculated sum rule deduced from the XMCD signals for Sm 4f and

Mn3d angular momenta, respectively. Finally, we discuss a plausible microscopic origin of

the magnetocapacitive effect in terms of the simultaneously reversed angular momenta of

Sm 4/and lru/n3d.



5.2. Experimental procedures

Our measurements were performed at the beamline BL25SU of SPring-8. We adopt the

helicity-switching method with I Hzto obtain x-ray absorption spectra (XAS) and XMCD

signals in the total photoelectron yield (TEY) technique. A single crystal of SmMnOr

grown by the floating zone method was prepared for the measurement. For the TEY mode,

the sample was fractured in air, and then, the fractured surface nearly parallel to the c axis

was coated with I nm of platinum to prevent charge-up on the fractured surface of

insulating SmMnOr. The XMCD signals (= ^f - -f = p* - p) were obtained from the

difference between the intensities of right and left polarized XAS or the difference between

x-ray absorption coefficients with the helicity of the circular polarization parallel (p) and

antiparallel (p-) to the direction of magnetization. In this work, the polarized x-rays were

irradiated on the fractured sample surface. Magnetic fields were applied normal to the

surface, i.e., normal to the c axis (BJ by an electromagnet. XAS and XMCD signals for Sm

Ma,,s andMn Lz,3edges were measured at various Iwith Bc = +0.1 and +1.9 I on the

heating process after the field-cooled procedure. To compare the XMCD signals with

magnetization hysteresis loops, we measured XMCD signals at the respective edges as a

function of .8" was also measured at 15 K. Prior to the XMCD measurements, M-T curves

were measured at B" = +0.1 and +1.9 T for a sample with the same shape as that for the

XMCD measurements to confirm the reproducibility of the compensation temperature and

the abruptjump in magnetization as previously reported in Ref. [1].



5。3。 Soft XMCD results

5.3.1. )OVICD signals reversal by changing magnetic field signs

In Fig. 5.1, we show M-I curves measured at Br: +0.1 and +1.9 T. As seen in the

figure, ?-induced magnetization reversal appears below fiomp ot B" : +0.1 T, and M"

displays abrupt anomalies around fcomp et B, = *1.9 T. These results are consistent with

those shown in chapters 2 and3.

+1.9T

+0.lT

Temperature (K)

Figure 5.1. T profiles of M" measured at +0.1 and +1.9 T for a single crystal used for soft

XMCD measurement. The measurements were done with a VSM-SQUID magnetometer.

Figures 5.2(a) and (b) show normalized XAS and XMCD signals of Sm M.s edges at20

K with B": +0.1 T, respectively. The shape of XAS in Fig. 5.2(a) reveals the typical feature

of the trivalent nature of Sm ion [2, 3]. Figures 5.2(a') and 5.2(b') [inset of Fig. 5.2(a)

magnify the peak structure around the Ms edge and represent pI and p recorded at 20 K

with B": *0.1 T and -0.1 T, respectively. XMCD signals, i.e., the difference between p+
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and p', measured at Bc = *0.1 T are displayed in Fig. 5.2(b). This result clearly

demonstrates that the XMCD signals are reversed by changing the sign of .8", which means

that polarized Sm moments are reversed by changing the sign of .Br.

Figure 5.3 shows (a) XAS and (b) XMCD spectra around Mn h,3 edges, measured

under the same measurement conditions as the Sm case. Figures 5.3(a') and (b') display

magnified views of the XAS specha around the peak position, measured at Br= +0.1 T and

-0.1 T, respectively. The observed XAS and XMCD signals show sharp peaks atMn L2.3

edges, and characterize the (weak) ferromagnetic behavior of the Mn 3d moment in

SmMnO3 [U.T.Koide and coworkers [4] reported the results of XAS and XMCD atMn Lz.

3 edges for polycrystalline LaMnO3, which is a typical system showing the A-type AF and

weak ferromagnetic state. Comparing our data with the results obtained by Ref. 4, our data

show more complexity [see the two notable XMCD peaks at an inverted open triangle in

Fig. 5.3(b)1. We will discuss this complexity later. Regardless of the existence of the two

abnormal peaks, XMCD signals of Mn I23 edges are also well reversed as seen in Fig.

5.3O), when applying Br: -0.1 T. The result also indicates that the canted Mn moments are

reversed by changing the sign of Br.
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Figure 5。 2.Photon energy pro■ les of(a)XAS and(b)XMCD forSm 14,5 edgeS recorded

at20 K in Bc=却。l T for a single crystal of SmMn03・ The insets in Fig。 5.2(a)shOW μ

and ll~at+0。 lT(a')and‐0。 lT(b')。
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Figure 5。 3.Photon energy pЮ mes of(a)xAS and O)XMCD for Mn Z2,3 edgeS recorded at

20 K in β
`=■

O。 l T for a single crystal of SmMn03・ The insets in Fig.5.3(o shoW μ and

ll‐
at+0.lT(a')and‐ 0。 lT(b'),respectively.The inverted open triangle in Fig。 5.3(b)

points outthe notably complicated peak smctures ibm those ofMn ι2,3 edgeS.



5.3.2. ZandB profiles of XMCD signals

Next, we investigated temperature dependent XMCD (=ti'- p-) signals of Sm Ma,s and

Mn L4 edges at various T in a weak (strong) B" = +0.1 T (+1.9 T). ln B" = +0.1 I the

)CvICD intensity of the elements shows no signal at 70 K above Z1q, whereas it starts to

appear below ZN and gradually increases with decreasing T as seen in Figs. 5.a(a) for Sm

and 5.5(a) for Mn. This gradual increase of the XMCD intensity for the two elements is

coincident with the hard XMCD results reported in Ref. []. The gradual increase of both

XMCD intensities can be ascribed to the increasing canting angle of the Mn moments and

to enhancing polarization of the Sm moment due to the antiferromagnetic interactions

between the Sm and Mn moments [1, 5]. Furthermore, the shapes of the both XMCD

signals in B": +0.1 T do not change at any of the Zranges studied here.

In the strong Bc e +l.g T), the XMCD intensities of Sm M,s lFie.s.4(b)l and Mn lz3

[Fig. 5.5(b)] edges increase with decreasing Z in Trp < T < ZN, and present almost the same

shape as those in the strong B, F +1.9 T) at the respective temperatures. However,

remarkable features in the XMCD signals of the two edges are observed below Trp (= 10.6

K, on heating process) where the abrupt anomalies in both e'" and M" are observed []. The

reversal of the XMCD signals indicates that both polarized Sm and canted Mn moments are

reversed at T7p at the same time. This observation supports the proposal by Jung and

coworkers [] that the large magnetocapacitive effect observed in SmMnOr is attributed to

the simultaneous reversal of the Sm and Mn moments. Below Trp, the XMCD intensities

around Sm Ma,s and Mn Z3 edges are enhanced with decreasing Z (See and compare the

data at 9.5 K and at 5.2 K). To further investigate the magnetic field effect on the )CvICD

signals, we measured the .8" profiles of XMCD at selected photon energies where the

XMCD signals show peaks at 15 K. The obtained data around Sm M+,s and Mn Z3 edges

are shown in Fig. 5.6(a) and 5.6(b), respectively (Sm M5-a: 1080.2 eV, Sm Ms-b:1081.5 eY

Sm Ma-a: I105.8 eV, Mn Ls-a: 644.2 eV, Mn Ls-b: 644.9 eY and Mn Z3-c: 646.0 eV). The

results clearly demonstrate that hysteresis loops are seen in all of the data. Comparing the

coercive field observed in the magnetization (See Fig. 3.2) and the XMCD, we can



conclude that the simultaneous reversals of both polarized Sm and canted Mn moments

occur at the magnetization reversal observed in M"-8, curves.

70K
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M     ^_        50K
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Figure. 5.4. XMCD signals recorded around Sm M+5 edges with photon energy scan in (a)

B" = *0.1 T and (b) B" = *1.9 T. The measurements were done at 50 K, 20 K, 9.5 K, and 5.2

K.
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Figure. 5.5. XMCD signals recorded at Mn L4edges with photon energy scan at (a) B" = +

0.1 T and (b) B" = * 1.9 T. The measurements were done at 50 K, 20 K,9.5 K, and 5.2 K.
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5。3.3.Sum rules for Sm飛亀5and Mn二 2β edgeS

One lnerit of the soft XMCD technique is that values of spin and orbital angular

momenta of 3グ and 4/can be determined separately by the sum rule through the obtained

XMCD infomation[6… 8]。 We inVestigated spin and orbital angular momenta″ y and″彦

forthe Sm 4/ions,and spin angular momentum″ rfOrthe Mn 3グ ions as a function of

temperature,by using the surn rule based on our XMCE)results shown in the previous

subsectiono The valuo of Mn 3′ ″rWas too small to obseⅣ eo Generally9 3′ transition

metals have a sma1l orbital momentum owing to the crystal fleld efFect.For example,

reference[4]reported that the orbital momentum value of Mn 3′ in a polycrystal of

LaMnC)3iS3 0/O ofthe spin inomenturn one,which is induced by the l〕 M interaction.

In Fig。 5。7(→ and 5。7(b),we diSplay rprO■ les ofseparated″ 彦and″y obtdned,om

XMCD data ofSm И ,s edges at Bε =+0。 l T and+1.9■ reSpect市 ely.For the sum rule

calculation,we used equations(2.9)and O■ 0)fOr″シand“v in section 2.5,

respectiveL and cOnsidered magnetic dipole operator(し )with the correction factor in

Refs.[9,10].In addition,it assumed thatthe number of holes in the Sm 4/shelHS為 =9,

Кgttded as a free bn(Sm3+w■ hゲ coniguration)。 Asseen h ngs.5。 7(→ and 5。7(b),″彦

and″y are always aligned andparalLl to each otheL which follows the Hund's rule for

6H52 in a lessthan‐
half‐■lled 4/electrOn numben This antiparallel behavior of Sm 4/has

also been obseⅣ ed in other Sm compounds such as(Sm,Gd)A12[10,H]。

As Seen in Fig。 5。7(o,in the weak島 ←+0。lD,ガリand″y stan to be magnedzed

around TN at the same timeo This indicates that the Sm 4/momentS are polarized with NIn

moment ordering宙aSm‐Mn antiferromagnedc interacdono With decreasing■ ″夕 (″y)

is posit市 e(nCgat市 o and gradually increases(deCreases),WhiCh means that″ 夕 (″y)is

parallel(antiparallel)to the net magnetization at島 =+0.lT[See Fig。 5。8(D].The ratio of

レツ/″yl>l hOHS h the whob r mnge.Th、
“

su■,レツ/″」|≠
1,diКctけ hおms us



that the zero magnetization at■。mp in Fig。 5。 l cannot be achieved only by Sm 4/momentS,

and Mn3′ moments aligned antiparallelto the Sm 4/momentS need to be considered forit.

In a strong Bc(=+1。 91),″だン (″虚チ)shOWS the same r dependent behavior and the

same positive(negat市e)value With those in lL=+0。 l T in TTPく rく rN ISee Fig。 5。7oう ].

On the other hand,瑚  (″
y)in島 =+1.9 T Shows a remarkable change at TTP← 10.6

K),where an anomaly inル をWas Observed(Fig。 5。 1)and XMCD signals ofSm 14,s edges

were reversed[Fig。 5.4(b)].The″彦(″y)is abruptly swlched into a negat市 e(pOSitive)

vJue bdow TTP.FunhemOF,■ e ndo ofレ ッ /″」 I SuddedyChmgesttTTPandbecomes

レ ツ /″」 |く
l bdOW TTP,ぉ seen h F増 .■ 8oo As a“ su■,″だり (″だり )becomes

antiparallel oarallel)to the net magnetization at βε=+1.9■

Next,let us examine″ r Obtained by the sum rule ofMn Z2,3edgeS in Bc=+0。 l and

+1,9■ respect市 ely.For the sum rule calculation,Equation 2.8)in the Section 2.5 was

used.The 3グ electron hole number was assumed as″ヵ=5.5 which was used for LaMn03in

Ren 14].The COrrecdon factor for underesumated“ r Values in Mn3+waS taken from

Reお.[4,12].Figure 5。9 presents the r dependence of″ r in島 =+o.l and+1.9■

Negative values of“ P staitO increase at h,and they gradudly grows w■ h decreasing r

in βσ=+0.l T and+1.9■ Only in鳥 =+1.9■ ″y shows an abmptjump aЮ und TTP and

changes into positive values at below TTPo Though we could not obtain a reHable value of

″r in this measurement,■ is expected that″r← 0)is always antiparallel to″F← 0)

forに ss‐than‐hal,■ lLd 3′ electron systems.Therefore,when″ r← 0)is swhChed at TTP

in島 =+1。 9■ ″r(く 0)should be switched atthe same time.
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5。4.E)iscusslon

Now9 we discuss the obtained XNICD results of Sm耗 5 and Mnぁ ,3 edgeS.Our flrst

pulpose in perfolllling son XMcD measurementin this study was to ascertain the magnetic

states or the magnetic conngurations of the Sm 4/and Mn 3ノ moments,especially below

and above rTP with respect to applied magnetic flelds.Howevet it seems to be digicultto

deine the magnetic alignment of Sm 4/and Mn 3ど moments cwhiCh momentis paranel or

antiparallel to■Bぁ based On the XMCD and sum rule results in this measuremento We

observed tto notable peaks in XMCD signals for Mn Z2,3 edgeS in allthe r and Bc ranges

investigated in this study lpOinted by the inverse triangle in Fig.5。 3(b)].Such a“ vo‐peak

stmcture has never been obseⅣ ed in polycrystalline Lam03[4].The mOdulated XMCD

intensity by the tto peaks may afFect the sum rule result not only in that″ FofSmMn03

single crystal becomes negative,but also in that the sign of″ 彦and″y,ioe。,xMCD

signals,is reversed,as Sm‐ Mn moments should be aligned antiferromagnetically in the

present magnetic fleld regiono ln fact, it has been reported that the magnitude of the

antiferromagnetic interaction between Sm and Mn moments(Or intemal exchangc icld)

estimated from speciflc heat and high fleld measurements corresponds to 15 T[13,14].In

contrast,″rof polyCrystalline Laヽ ふ 03 iS pOsitive with respect to+β ,and the XMCD

signalin LaMnC)3 neVer shows the abnollllal two…peak structure as observed in SmMn03・ It

is widely understood that Mn 3′ Inomentsin A‐type AF ordering RMn03 are Canted via the

DM interaction,and their alignments are paranel to an applied magnetic fleld as shown in

″F← 0)in a p01ycrystalline sample of LaMn03・ In Spite ofthis,our result with″ F iS

the oppositeo A possible reason for this opposite result in a single crystal sample of

SmMn03 may be attributed to a sample surface problemo Careful sample preparation is

necessary forthe son Xヽ 4CI)technique since XMCE)signals are sensitive to the condition

of sample surfaceo ln our ineasurement,however9 when a single crystal of SmMn03 WaS

fractured in an air atmosphere before coating Pt。 ,the sample surface inight have reacted to

irnpurities in the air and/or contain excess oxygen so that the valence of some Mn sites



becomes 4+on the surface,which causes the forrnation of ttvo difFerent crysta1lographic

shes,such as Mn3tハ √n4+。 conddeJng that XMCD Jgnds renectthe magnedc states of a

material,the abnollllal珈 CD signal including the notable two‐ peak structure in Mn Iゎ
,3

edges ibr SmMn03 1night be related to the presence of two direrent cryStaHographic sites

on the surface.For this reason,the directions of Sm 4/and ⅣIn 3′ moments with respect to

』L Were nOt detellllined in this study.

Howevet the sum rule result of Smル 4,sand Mn Z2,XMCD provided us with important

infomalon about the magnedc states of Sm 4/and Mn 3″ moments in島 =+1.9■ We

obseⅣed simultaneous reversds of″ツ,″P,and“r angular momenta for the Sm 4/

and Mn 3′ at TTPo Addmionall"though″ F data were not dearly obseⅣ ed,ls value

should be flnite and is expected to be reversed in accordance、 vith the reversal of′ηξ
ttat TTP

due to Hund's mle.Therefore,our XNICD results reflecting total angular momentum

somewhat conirm our previous proposal(deSC」 bed in chapter 3)that the smultaneous

reversal of ferrimagnetically coupled Sm 4/and Mn 3′ moments at rTP leads tO the large

magnetocapadtive efFect[1].

Here, let us discuss a plausible microscopic origin of the magnetocapacitive efFect

accompanied by dmultaneous reversal ofangular momenta ofthe Sm 4/and Mn 3′ ions at

rTP in smMno3・  In the previous chaptet we proposed that the origin of the

magnetostrict市 e erect(signincant iattice distortion)at rTP is intimately related to the

change in the canting angle of Mn moments and to a relative orbital occupancy change

■Om″ デ to湾ヱ′ or from 4′ _′ to″ヂ h Mn%deCtrons[15].Itお pOSSble that tte

increased canting angle ofヽ 4n moments by applying βo enhances the orbital angular

momentum of the c‐ axis component and increases the relat市 e occupancy of theあ ヱ′

orbital state in Mn%dectЮ ns at rTPく rく L[see Fig。 3.1ぐ⇒].The increased 4,2二
2。

rbital

occupancy may evoke hybHdzatbn with otherあヱ′orblals along the c axis宙 a oxygen

υ Orbitals.Thus,charge transfer thЮughヽ伍あ′メー0を…Mnあ′_′ hybHdization along

the c axis may change by applying Bc.In that case,it is plausible that the change in the

hybridization along the c axis plays a crucial role in dielectric properties and results in the



magnetocapacitive effect. The O 2p - Mn 3d hybridization may well explain the abrupt

change of s" at I1p, where the simultaneous reversal of angular momenta of Sm 4/and Mn

3d occurs. Thus, we conclude that a possible origin of the large and abrupt

magnetocapacitive effect at Trp in SmMnO3 is ascribed to the change in relative O 2p -lv[n
3d hybridization strength caused by the angular momenta inversion, i.e., simultaneous

reversal of the Sm 4/ and Mn 3d moments. The Sm 4/ moments antiferromagetically

coupled with Mn 3d ones and considered as free ions may not be involved in the

magnetocapacitive effect directly, but contribute to the simultaneous angular momenta

reversal as the driving force in SmMnO: system.

5.5. Summary of this chapter

By means of the soft XMCD technique, we investigated the element specific magnetism

in N-type ferrimagnetic SmMnOs to clariff its origin of the large magnetocapacitive effect.

We obtained XMCD signals and performed the sum rule analyses of Sm Ma,s andMn Lz,t

edges for a single crystal of SmMnO3. We directly demonstrate that the angular momenta of

Sm 4/and Mn 3d are simultaneously reversed at the transition temperature where the large

magnetocapacitive effect is observed. Furthermore, we propose that the magnetocapacitive

effect originates from the change in 3d-2p hybridization which is strongly correlated with

magnetic configurations and lattice distortion. The e" electrons in Mn 3d play an important

part in the magnetocapacitive effect, while Sm 4/may not directly contribute to the effect, it

may support the angular moment reversal.
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Chapter 6.

Conclusion

Accomplishments obtained in this work

The main targets of this thesis are as follows:

(1) Discovery of magnetic field effects on dielectric and magnetic properties in A-type

antiferromagnetic and N-type ferrimagnetic SmMnOr.

(2) Development of approaches to resolve origin of dielectric dispersion in.RMnOr.

(3) Understanding significant lattice distortion induced by change in magnetic

configurations.

(4) Clarification of complex magnetic states due to coupling between Sm 4/and Mn 3d

moments to understand the microscopic origin of the magnetocapacitive effect in

SmMnOr.

To achieve and reach these purposes, we have investigated the correlation between

magnetic and dielectric properties in SmMnOr single crystals by means of macroscopic

(magnetization, dielectric constant, and strain) measurements and microscopic (XMCD

techniques) measurements. The obtained results through the measurements are:

[For purpose (1)l

We have succeeded in observing the magnetic field effect on the magnetic and dielectric

constant and in discovering a new type of magnetodielectrics or magnetocapacitive effect

coupled with anN-type fenimagnet of A-type antiferromagnetic SmMnOt forthe first time.

Based on the obtained experimental results concerning magnetization and dielectric

constant, we inferred that the canting angle of Mn moments is closely correlated to the

magnetocapacitive effect and that simultaneous reversal of ferrimagnetically coupled Sm-

Mn moments is ascribed to the large and abrupt magnetocapacitive effect at the first order-



like-phase transition temperature. Hard XMCD results support our suggestion of

simultaneously reversed Sm and Mn moments. However, we could not reach a conclusion

to explain the microscopic origin of the magnetocapacitive effect using the obtained results.

[For the purposes (l) and (2)l

We have observed dielectric dispersion in SmMnO3, which is always reported in rare-

earth manganites regardless of fenoelectricity. We found the real and imaginary parts in the

relative dielectric constant fit the Cole-Cole equation well, and the change in relaxation

time by applying magnetic fields corresponds to the change in the canting angle of Mn

moments. Although the microscopic mechanism of the correlation between the canting

angle, and relaxation time, and of dielectric dispersion are still unclear, the findings of this

study will provide a clue to understanding the dielectric dispersion observed in rare-earth

manganites.

[For the purposes (f) and (3)l

We have found the magnetostrictive effect of SmMnOl. A remarkable and

discontinuous lattice distortion, which has never been reported, was observed at the first

order transition temperature. The observed lattice distortion has been connected with

variations of Mn moments. We concluded that orbital occupancy in Mn e" electrons plays

an important role in the magnetostriction.

[For the purposes (1), (3), and (4)]

Using the soft XMCD technique, we have investigated the magnetic states and the

microscopic origin of the magnetocapacitive effect in SmMnO3. We succeeded in obtaining

XMCD signals from a single crystal of insulator SmMnO3. We have verified that the

angular momenta of Sm 4f and Mn 3d are simultaneously reversed at the transition

temperature. Finally, we suggest that the microscopic origin of the magnetocapacitive effect

is induced by an intimate combination among magnetic configurations, lattice distortion,

and p-d hybridization.



Perspective and future work

In this thesis work, we discovered that A-type antiferromagnetic SmMnOr which does

not show ferroelectricity exhibits a novel magnetodielectric(s) (effect) coupled with N-type

ferrimagnetism. The obtained results attract attention to the multifenoics field, which is one

of the hottest issues in condensed matter physics, to understand the origin of

magnetoelectric coupling. We hope this result will trigger and develop research fields in

magnetodielectrics and multiferroics scientifi cally and technologically.

We have suggested the observed magnetocapacitive effect is attributable to the

simultaneous reversal of Sm 4f and Mn 3d angular moments and have proposed the origin

is the close combination among magnetic configurations, lattice distortion, and p-d

hybridization. Since the magnetic alignments of Sm 4f and Mn 3d moments in magnetic

fields and the microscopic origin are still unclear, we need to perform neutron scattering

measurements for a single crystal of SmMnO3 to clarify the configurations and to discover

materials which have similar physical properties to those of SmMnO3. Based on the exact

magnetic configurations of SmMnOr or on physical properties of other materials, it may

lead to an understanding of the microscopic mechanism ofthe magnetocapacitive effect.



Appendix A. Orbital compon ent 0 calculation of SmMnO3

Considering the e, orbital ordering and its symmetry the occupied ( lt)t ) and

unoccupied tlt)tl e" orbital wave functionsl on the two inequivalent sites are given as:

卜⇒
1=COS:|13z:―

r2)± sin::lχ
2__ノ 2)

|±)2=士 sinttl13z2_r2)_cos:|lχ
2__ノ2),

where θ is the respective orbital component as rnentioned in chapter 4.The sirnplest case is

that the altemating 4∴′and峙_′ are ordered in θ=120° as seen in Figo A.

χ

7/3

Figure A. The e" orbital shape corresponding to the respective d.



For obtaining the d of SmMnOr, the geometrical parameters which are directly related to

the JT effect are necessa#. fn. local modes characterizing the JT effect in LaMnO3 are

defined as:

c=2(′―s)/√ and c=2(2″ ―′―s)/√ ,

where″,ち and S are medium,long,and short Mn‐ O distances,respect市 ely.The bonding

(Ψ♪and andbondhg(Ψめorblals are deterrnhed as the linear hnction:

L=q42_ッ 2+ら砲22_′
2 and乳 =ら42_ノ2~ら422_r2'

the degeneracy of%orbitals due to the JT efFecto The coefrlcients cl andの (cr+《 =1)

can be given by the relations:

tan¢ =22/`3 and tan(¢ /2)=q/%。

The calculated parameters and θ referred to by D.0'Flynn and coworkers3 for SmMn03 at

l.5 and 300 K are displayed in Table A,including that ofRMh034.



Table A. Calculated geometrical parameters and the d of RMnO3's.

LaMnO, NdMnO, SmMnO, TbMnO, DyMnO3

I
m

s

Qz

Qt

tang

tan(9/2)

C2

C1

cos(0/2)

sin (0/2)

3001く

2.178

1。968

1.907

0。38325

‐0。 12166

‐3.15024

‐0。 73174

0。 807019

0.590526

107.61

72.39

300K
2.210

1.953

1.9087

0。42610

‐0。 17367

‐2.45354

‐0.67229

0。82989

0.55793

112.17

67.83

1.5K     3001く      300コく

2.196     2.205      2.221

1.939     1.944      1.940

1.913     1.910      1.905

0.40004   0.41615    0.44690

‐0。 18811   ‐
Cl。 18606   ‐o.20069

‐2.12659   ‐2.23659   _2.22672

‐0。 63481   ‐0.64829   _o.64712

0.84426   0.83909    0.83955

0.53594   0.54398    o。 54329

115。 18    114.09     114。 18

64.82     65。 91      65.82

300K
2.2238

1.9437

1.903

0.45368

‐0。 19547

‐2.32098

‐0.65802

0.83537

0.54969

113.31

66.69

l Ko Tobe,■
Kimura,Y Okimoto,and Y Tokura,Physo Rev B 64,184421(2001).

2J.Rodriguez‐
CaⅣ可al,M.Hennion,R Moussa,A.H.Moudden,Lo Pinsard,and A.

Revcolevschi,Phys.Rev B 57,R3189(1998)。

3Do O'Flynn,C.V Tomy9 M.R.Lees,A.Daoud‐
Aladine,and G.Balakrishnan,Phys.Re■

B83,174426 oOH)。

4J.A.Alonso,Mo Jo Nfarinez‐
Lope,lИ.Ti Casais,and M。 ■ Ferllandez_Dfaz,Inorgo Chem。

39,917(2000)。
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